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HEARING ON DRUG-EXPOSED KIDS: A CRISIS IN
AMERICA'S SCHOOLS

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 13, 1991

U.S. Housie. OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL,

Washingtom DC
The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room

1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Charles B. Rangel
(chairman of the select committee), presiding.

Members present: Representatives Charles B. Rangel, chairman,
and Bill Paxon.

Staff present: Edward H. Jurith, staff director; Peter J. Coniglio,
minority staff director; James Alexander, press secretary; Jennifer
Ann Brophy, professional staff; George R. Gilbert, staff counsel;
David Goodfriend, staff assistant; Michael J. Kelley, staff counsel;
Marianne Koepf, staff assistant; Steve Skardon, professional staff;
Mary Frances 'Valentino, minority staff assistant, and Melanie T.
Young, minority professional staff.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES B. RANGEL, CHAIRMAN

Mr. RANGEL. Good morning and welcome to the hearing that's
being held by the Select Narcotics Committee. I am the chairman
of the House Select Narcotics Committee. This hearing is being
held in the Ways and Means hearing room. I'm three seats away
from the chairmanship of that committee so I just hope that no one
goes back home, especially to Chicago, saying that I was du 'ring
the Ways and Means hearing. It doesn't go over big down here
where chairmen fear ambitious people taking their seat.

In any event, we're going to have a good discussion this morning.
We're not going home with answers to the serious problems that
are going to be discussed. But you should know that the most
knowledgeable people in this particular field will be here with us
today, giving presentations, having exchanges, and within the time
limits that are left to us, answering some of the questions that you
may have.

We have rhetorically and politically talked about a war against
drugs. And yet, if you think of everything that is necessary in
order to be effective in any war, you include having someone that
is as well-known as Colin Powell, who certainly earned the respect
of the Nation and, indeed, the free world, as the coordinator of a
war.

We haven't enjoyed that luxury in this so-called war. When we
were in the Persian Gulf, there was always someone there to share

(1)
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with the American people exactly what was going on. We have not
been that fortunate in this so-called war.

So if we were to talk about law enforcement, no one here on this
panel or in the audience could really lay out the strai;egy that we
have, except putting people in jail. And that's not working.

No one would say what programs we have in rehabilitating drug
addicts. Or more important, what are we doing to keep people out
of jail? A very, very costly operation.

If we were to talk about foreign policy, no one in this audience
could say exactly what we're doing in drug-producing countries. We
know that 90 percent of the coca leaf that's converted to cocaine is
coming from Peru. But today we don't know what the strategy is to
eradicate t. !se drugs.

If we were to talk about treatmentif one of my own children or
grandchildren was addicted to drugs and they were to come to me,
and ask this chairman of the committee, what do you do? Where do
you go? What modality? Nobody in the Congress or in the country
could do anything except guess.

So until we are prepared to recognize that this is not going to be
an easy victory, we'd have to concentrate on what we can do to pre-
vent people from becoming dependent on drugs and alcohol in the
first place. That issue is not even on the scope.

The question of the homelessness, the joblessness, the despair,
the poverty, the disease, the health crisis, and the hopelessness, un-
fortunately, is not on the Republican or Democratic agenda.

I might even go so far as to say that it's not even on the Nation's
spiritual agenda. Because I cannot think of anything that is more
moral, or more spiritual, or more miraculous, or more Godly, than
the birth of a child. The whole concept of Christmas is based on the
birth of a child.

And today we'll see that children are being born today, aban-
doned by their parents, picked up and sometimes nurtured and
loved by people who don t even know who they arenurses and
doctorssome born with the pain and infliction of drug addiction.
others with AIDS. The most precious commodity that we have as
civilized human beings being ignored. And as these drug-exposed
children go through the very expensive process of health care, they
are now moving on into the educational system.

And here the greatest Nation in the world, with communism fall-
ing down all around, we find ourselves in a very negative economic
budgetary situation and also in a trade deficit; we find that we
have not been as successful or competitive as an industrialized
nation should be.

In this very room we hear from economists, business people.
sharing with us what we have to do to be competitive and to meet
the labor needs of 2000 and after.

And yet, the question of whether we're doing a job in our schools,
in our hospitals, in a drug-free community, is never on the agenda.
It's raised; it's responded to in a positive way. But that is all.

Today we know that it is possible to do something for drug-ex-
posed children. Obviously, if we ignore the problem morally, we
can't run away from our problem fiscallylegally, the children
have to be educated We know that an eflbrt has to be made before
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the child is born to educate the mother as to what she is doing to
her baby if she continues to abuse drugs.

Certainly we have to ask, and I think it's easy enough to do,
whether or not the children are coming from a particular commu-
nity. Is the community in economic distress? Is there a problem of
joblessness and homelessness? Does it contribute to dependency of
drugs?

And if recent reports are accurateand we know they arethen
certainly we should try to remove the problems that are causing
the dependency.

We've had a hearing on this matter before, in this very same
Congress. And we have found that the Administration said that
this falls under the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act,
and the Governors should determine whether these children are el-
igible for rehabilitative services. That's sad.

We see thus Government saying that, it's not our problem; it's
going to be the Governc,r's problem, and we'll just throw these chil-
dren in a disabled category.

We'll hear from teachers who don't seem to be screaming out for
help. Teachers, like politicians seem to feel so secure in their pro-
fession that they don't know how to collectively ask for help. But I
think these chadren are going to give them a challenge that will
force them to scream out for help.

Today we're going to begin a process, as part of the 21st Congres-
sional Black Caucus weekend, to see what we can learn and take
back to our schools, our churches, our homes, and our communities
so that we can make some contribution to the resolution of this
problem for ourselves, our families, our aimmunities, for the
Nation and, indeed, the world.

{The statement of Mr. Rangel followsl
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OPENING STATEMENT
OF

THE HONORABLE CHARLES B. RANGEL
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A FEW DAYS AGO, SCHOOLS ACROSS THE NATION

OPENED THEIR DOORS AND BEGAN A NEW YEAR.
MANY CHILDREN STARTED SCHOOL FOR THE FIRST

TIME. THOUSANDS OF OUR NEW STUDENTS SUFFER

FROM DISABILITIES DUE TO THEIR MOTHERS' DRUG

ABUSE DURING PREGNANCY. THIS YEAR, OUR
NATIONS EDUCATION SYSTEM WILL SEE MORE DRUG-

EXPOSED CHILDREN THAN EVER BEFORE. WE HAVE A

CRISIS ON OUR HANDS.

TODAY, THE SELECT COMMITTEE HOLDS ITS
SECOND HEARING ABOUT DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN IN

THE SCHOOLS. AT OUR LAST HEARING, WE LEARNED

THAT TEACHERS ACROSS THE NATION ARE
WITNESSING MORE CHILDREN WITH UNUSUAL
BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES OFTEN DUE TO PRENATAL

DRUG EXPOSURE. TEACHERS HAVE NO PLACE TO
TURN: NO TRAINING ABOUT HOW TO WORK WITH
DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN, NO READILY AVAILABLE

INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECT, AND FEW, IF ANY,
PROGRAMS TO WHICH THEY CAN REFER CHILDREN.

WE LEARNED THAT RESOURCES FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS ARE INADEQUATE TO
ACCOMMODATE THE LARGE NUMBERS OF DRUG-
EVOSED CHILDREN. SOME PROGRAMS EVEN EXCLUDE

SUCH CHILDREN.

*
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WE LEARNED THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO
REHABILITATE DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN AT AN
EARLY AGE, PREVENTING COUNTLESS FUTURE HEALTH

AND REMEDIAL EXPENDITURES. MAINSTREAM
TEACHERS, GIVEN THE RIGHT TOOLS AND PROPER
SUPPORT, CAN HELP PERFORM MUCH OF THIS
REHABILITATION.

MANY WITNESSES TOLD US THAT ANY ATTEMPT

TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM MUST ENTAIL CURBING
PREGNANT WOMEN'S DRUG ABUSE. PREGNANT
WOMEN, WE WERE TOLD, OFTEN HAVE TROUBLE
FINDING A DRUG TREATMENT.

PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT, WE LEARNED THAT

OUR NATION'S SCHOOLS ARE VIRTUALLY
UNPREPARED FOR THE MASSIVE INFLUX OF DRUG-
EXPOSED CHILDREN BEGINNING TO HIT THEM. IF WE

WANT TO PREVENT THE DETERIORATION OF EVERY

AMERICAN STUDENTS EDUCATION, SOMETHING MUST

CHANGE. WE NEED TO AGGRESSIVELY COMBAT THIS

CRISIS,

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TESTIF4ED AT

OUR FIRST HEARING THAT THEY WERE DOING
EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF

fi
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DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN IN THE SCHOOLS. THEY

SAID THAT FEDERAL EARLY INTERVENTION
PROGRAMS, WHICH CAN HELP THESE CHILDREN, ARE

ADMINISTERED AND FUNDED PRIMARILY AT THE
STATE LEVEL; THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THEY
SAID, CANNOT MANDATE HOW STATES SHOULD
OPERATE THESE PROGRAMS. THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION ALSO PROMISED THAT THEY WILL
PROVIDE MORE INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS ABOUT

DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN.

I AM NOT SATISFIED THAT WE ARE DOING
EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO HELP THIS POPULATION.

AT TODAY'S HEARING, I WANT TO LEARN HOW THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES IS

ADDRESSING, OR INTENDS TO ADDRESS, THE PROBLEM

OF DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN. WHERE SHOULD WE

FOCUS OUR ATTENTION? HOW CAN THE DEPARTMENT

OF HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES WORK WITH THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION? WHAT SHOULD BE
CMGRESS'S ROLE?

TEACHERS NEED MORE ASSISTANCE. EARLY
INTERVENTION PROGRAMS SHOULD BE MORE READILY

AVAILABLE TO DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN. PREGNANT

WOMEN SHOULD HAVE EASY ACCESS TO DRUG
TREATMENT AND PRENATAL CARE. I BELIEVE

1 1
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CONGRESS CAN HELP EXPAND CURRENT INFORMATION

COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION EFFORTS
REGARDING DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN. WE CAN
PROVIDE MORE TEACHER TRAINING. WE CAN EXPAND

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS THAT OFTEN DO NOT

MANDATE INCLUSION OF DRUG-EXPOSED CHILDREN.

AND WE CAN IMPROVE DRUG TREATMENT AND
PRENATAL CARE FOR PREGNANT WOMEN.

AT OUR FIRST HEARING, TEACHERS TESTIFIED
THAT THEY WANT HELP. TODAY, WE WILL HEAR FROM

AN EDUCATORS' ORGANIZATION AND A TEACHERS'
COLLEGE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTIVE

NEEDS OF EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS REGARDING
THIS ISSUE. I AM CONFIDENT THAT ORGANIZATIONS

SUCH AS THE ONES REPRESENTED TODAY WILL SHOW

A STRONG COMMITMENT TO IMPROVING SUPPORT FOR

TEACHERS.

OUR HEARING TODAY COINCIDES WITH THE
CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS LEGISLATIVE
WEEKEND. THE ISSUE OF PRENATAL DRUG EXPOSURE

IS IMPORTANT TO THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
COMMUNITY. BUT IT IS NOT RESTRICTED TO THE
AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY. THE RATE OF DRUG

ABUSE AMONG PREGNANT WOMEN IS VIRTUALLY THE

SAME ACROSS ALL RACIAL AND SOC1O-ECONOMIC

2
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BOUNDARIES. DRUG-EXPOSED CHLDREN COME IN ALL

COLORS. AND EVERY CHILIYS EDIXATION IS HARMED

WHEN HIS OR HER TEACHER MUST SPEND TOO MUCH

TIME TRYING TO CONTROL A FEW BEHAVIORALLY
DISAbLED CHILDREN IN THE CLASSROOM. SO EVEN

THOUGH WE WILL DISCUSS WAYS IN WHICH THIS
CRISIS AFFECTS AFRICAN AMERICANS, THIS PROBLEM

IS BY NO MEANS ONE THAT AFFECTS ONLY AFRICAN

AMERICANS AND OTHER MINORITIES.

I LOOK FORWARD TO OUR WITNESSES' TESTIMONY

TODAY. WE ALL AGREE THAT THIS IS A CRITICAL
ISSUE. NOW WE MUST FIND THE BEST WAY TO
ATTACK IT.

. T
13
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Mr. RANGEL. We have an outstanding panel here, as I pointed
out, that will be sharing their views with you. Then we hope that
the panel will interact with each other so that we could discuss
points raised, and then we'll ask the audience to join us.

Dr. Evelyn Davis is the assistant clinical professor of pediatric%
department of pediatrics and department of child and adolescent
psychiatry, at my very own home hospital, Harlem Hospital
Center. No one gives more and tries more than this department to
do their job, and they go beyond that.

The superintendent of Ravenswood City School District in East
Palo Alto, CA, Dr. Charlie M. Knight, is with us.

Dr. Diane Powell, the director of Project DAISY, District of Co-
lumbia Public Schools.

From Columbia University, Mike Timpane, the president of
Teachers College, who has been with us before.

From the education area, the vice president of the National Edu-
cation Association, Bob Chase.

From the Administration, working closely with the Congress and
the Select Narcotics Committee, Dr. Elaine Johnson, who is the di-
rector of the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention for the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services.

And, of course, Harlem's very own, Dr. Beny Primm, who, in ad-
dition to operating many programs for treatment, has now been ap-
pointed as the associate administrator for Treatment Improvement,
the Department of Health and Human Services.

We've been joined by Bill Paxon, my colleague and friend from
Buffalo, NY, and an outstanding member of the Select Narcotics
Committee.

Dr. Davis, we will start with your testimony. And let me share
with the panelists, that your prepared testimony will be entered
into the record in its entirety, without objection of the committee.
So even though you're free to read it, if you feel more comfortable
in highlighting it, or referring to it, or adding to it, that is the deci
sion that you will make.

We'll start with Dr. Davis. Thank you so much for being with us.

14
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STATEMENTS OF EVELYN DAVIS, ASSISTANT CLINICAL PROFES-
SOR OF PEDIATRICN, DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS AND DE-
PARTMENT OF CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY.
HARLEM HOSPITAL CENTER; CHARLIE M. KNIGHT. SUPERIN-
TENDENT, RAVENSWOOD CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT, EAST PALO
ALTO, CA; DIANE E. POWELL, DIRECTOR, PROJECT DAISY. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS; P. MICHAEL TIMPANE.
PRESIDENT, TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,
NEW YORK, NY; ROBERT CHASE, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION; ELAINE M. JOHNSON, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION. ALCOHOL
DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES; AND BENY PRIMM, ASSOCIATE ADMINIS-
TRATOR FOR TREATMENT IMPROVEMENT; ALCOHOL, DRUG
ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERV ICES

STATEMENT OF EVELYN DAVIS

Dr. DAVIS. Thank you very much. I am absolutely delighted to be
here to share some of my thoughts and some of my real concerns
-with all of you.

In a large minority community like Harlem, where poverty, inad-
equate education, lack of employment opportunities, histories of
abuse and neglect, disenfranchisement, and a sense of hopelessness
are the norm.

Cocaine nnd crack have taken their toll and in many instances
destroyed the absolute fabric of family life as we know it.

Cocaine use, however, is widespread throughout our land. And I
need to say this to an audience like ours because most of us see
news stories about minorities using drugs and we absolutely pay
little attention to what's happening in the real world.

Cocaine is used by all races and by all classes in this country and
around the world, and we need to realize that this represents a na-
tional tragedynot just for minority communities but for the
Nation as a whole.

As an Afro-American pediatrician, working and living in Harlem
and spending so much time in the departments of pediatrics, child-
adolescent psychiatry, and rehab medicine, I feel I have perhaps
some insight into what some of the issues are in this problem and
also to give some insight as to how we can begin to attack the in-
credible assault on our society. I guess that's the way I have to look
at it. We really are being assaulted by something that we've never
had to meet before.

I've said before to many audiences that at Harlem we've seen ef-
forts by drug lords to distribute drugs in schools and candy stores.
They've given the drugs out free of charge so that youngsters can
take them home to their parents. This is an absolute war that
we're facing.

Cocaine is the No. 1 illicit drug of choice amongst pregnant
women in the United States, with New York City registering a
staggering twentyfold increase in maternal cocaine use during the
past decade.

. a 5
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We at Harlem Hospital have been involved in a lot of informal
research. We are largely a clinical institution where we spend
hourssometimes 80 hours a weektreating people. But we actu-
ally have begun to do research regarding the use of cocaine. I think
a lot of the information that I present now is important even
though it is not yet in print.

During the past 5 years, we have actually seen approximately
1,900 youngsters exposed to cocaine during' pregnancy. These are
youngsters who presented with positive toxicologies. Ten percent of
that number were referred to me because of known prthlems. Of
course, we don't know what the other 90 percent of the children
look like.

I can say right now that by age 5 many of them are beginning to
present to the pediatric department for the first time; that is,
many of the youngsters expd to drugs do not present with prob-
lems in the newborn period, giving a sense of false security both to
parents and to physicians alike. Many of these youngsters are just
now presenting with learning disabilities. And, unfortunately,
they've been overlooked because they've not had any behavioral
prthlems.

Unfortunately, I think what this says is that we are really facing
the unknown with regard to hundr of thousands of youngsters.
Right now the estimate of the number of youngsters exposed to co-
caine in utero per year is about 750,000 children. That's probably
an under estimate of the number.

Briefly, if I can just tell you a little bit of what our research has
shownI'm going to take just about 3 minutes to do this. It's not to
alarm you but it is to talk about some of the things that perhaps
you have not read in print

About 15 percent of the youngsters who have presented to me
during the past 5 years will have lifetime handicapping conditions;
that is, they will not be able to take care of themselves. They have
either been retarded, autisticwhich is something I will talk about
in a momentor h.ave cerebral palsy. These are youngsters who
will depend on the Government to take care of them for life.

On the positive side, however, I'd say the overwhelming majority
of youngsters, if dealt with early on, will probably do fine and will
probably go on to have a normal life span, will be able to contrib-
ute to society. But that's with a big "if," that's if they are dealt
with very early in life and if their families are involved in some
kind of a program that intends to reach every aspect of society.

In other words, many of these youngsters really are not coming
out looking normal until they are about 5 years of age and after
they've been worked with in some kind of a preschool program.

What we've seen thus far are the following:
Lanwuage abnormalities, communicative abnormalities, are the

most common of all the abnormalities seen in children exposed to
cocaine. I can say language is the basis of learning; it's the basis of
understandingand it is not something that is minor.

About 90 percent of all youngsters exposed to cocaine in utero
presenting to us have language problems. They may speak well but
in many cases they don't understand what you're saying. They're
presenting with real problems in school if they're not worked with
early on.
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Hyperactivitythe typical kind of thing you see on TV is
common in about a third of our youngsters. These are children who
ar to be wound up with a motor. They jump up on my desk.
They are up on my file cabinet. It's an incredible thing to see.

I can tell you right now, we don't treat them with Rita lin in
most cases. We put them in very small classrooms. We get the fam-
ilies to understand how to under stimulate them, and we have
found ways of working with them that can make them much less
physically active.

rebral palsy, a finding that initially we did not want to relate
to cocaine, is certainly on the increase. Much of this is due to the
incredible rates of prematurity and low birth weight that we're
seeing.

I would say that for the first 5 years of looking at the drug prob-
lem, almost 40 percent of our youngsters were premature. As we go
out to approximately 7 years of doing our research, I would say
well over one-third of our youngsters are born prematurely and
small.

A startling fact is that one-third of our youngsters have small
head sizes. Now a small head size or a small cranium means a
small brain, and a significantly small brain is a brain that cannot
think well.

I mentioned autism before. Let me say this; autism is a neural
developmental abnormality. It probably has some genetic basis to
it, and it is a physical and mental abnormality that probably has
some relationship to 30-odd medical conditions. We know that
mothers who are exposed to German measles are much more apt to
give birth to a child with autistic disorder.

We at Harlem Himpital don't know why, but we are seeing more
autistic ki6 who have been expceed to cocaine than we've ever
seen before in a lifetime. It is my feeling that cocaine and crack
are triggering mechanisms to creating this disorder. And I certain-
ly think the area of research has not even begun to tackle this
problem.

Some of the other things we need to pay attention to are what
the drugs heve done to the fabric of society. Almost 40 percent of
the caretakers of children today are grandparentsthey are not
the biological parent. In fact, at Harlem Hospital, only 25 percent
of our children are taken care of by mothers.

Congressman Rangel hit it just right when he said that the
family life is so different. It really is the kind of life we never
thought about beforechildren being cared for by grandparents
who are 70; in one case, SO years of age; taking care of children 2,
3, and 4 years old. In one instance, we have a grandmother taking
care of eight children, all because of the drug use by her daughters.

So we have youngsters who are in family situations that we don't
consider normal. Vie have stressed out parents and grandparents,
and we have children who will perhaps never live a normal life-
style. This sounds terrible but this is the reality of what we're deal-
ing with.

We have found, however, that there are programs that work.
There are approaches that work. But none of them are simple and
none of them are cheap. We cannot deal with the drug problem if
we don't deal with the problems of society as a whGle.
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If I talk to mothers who are using drugs, they will talk about a
lifetime of hopelessness, of abuse, of not having jobs; of really play-
ing Russian roulette with their lives.

We have families that are tripled up, quadrupled up, 20 people to
2-room houses. We cannot expect families like this to go on and not
play Russian roulette with their lives.

Preschool programcI'm sure Dr. Powell will talk about this
absolutely work. Programs where we're working with mothers
before delivery; and going out into the homes work. Prcgrams
where we try to reunite the mother with the grandmother work. In
fact, the only way we're going to stop some of our mothers from
having five, six, seven children is by actually trying to reunite the
mother with the grandparent.

I don't want to paint a bleak picture but I think it's important
for us to all sit back and say, yes, cocaine does do something to the
brain, it does something to the body. It is truly a neurotoxinwe
cannot escape that fact.

But I think, on the other hand, we know that things that can in-
tervene in the life of the child and the family early on do work, but
it is going to require an absolute massive assault by the Govern-
ment, largely the Federal Government, on this war if we're going
to make some of these programs work.

I think the leadership has got to come from the Federal Govern-
ment. People have been so blasé about drugs. You see little kids
shaking and trembling in their bassinettes. This is not the issue.
The issue is that the mkjority of babies who are born look normal.
It's what we have to face. What we have to face may take years
and years of undoing and we've got to be committed as a nation to
actually do that.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Dr. Davis follows]
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Doctor.
I do hope that, before this discussion is over, even though you've

touched on the health and moral issue, we can also talk about
what this is costing in dollars and cents. And since we guess so
much in Washington, I have just said that each child, ultimately
before they expire, would cost $1 million, and no one can challenge
that. If we're talking about health care at $600 a day or $1500 a
day in intensive care; if we're talking about continuous health sup-
port; if we're talking about the statistical data that indicates that
these kids drop out of school, get into trouble, are incarcerated, go
in and out of the criminal justice systembesides the pain and suf-
fering, if you just looked at it in dollars and cents, it's a tremen-
dous burden to just ignore this problem and not to prevent it from
occurring.

Dr. DAVIS. Absolutely.
Mr. RANGEL You should know at our previous hearing we had

the pleasure of listening to Dr. Davis and invited her back along
with her colleague, Dr. Charlie Knight, from East Palo Alto, CA.
Dr. Knight has crossed the country once again to share her exper-
tise in this area with us on this Congressional Black Caucus week-
end, and with the Congress on her last visit and assured us that
she will continue to work with us and other parts of the Federal
Government to indicate what we have to do to get a handle on this
serious problem that faces us.

So personally and politically, I thank you for rejoining us, Dr.
Knight.

STATEMENT OF CHARLIE M. KNIGHT

Dr. KNIGHT. Thank you, Congressman Rangel.
My testimony is included in the packet so I think that what I

will do is to tell the story of the little city of East Palo Alto, located
in the second richest county in California--San Mateo; but we
happen to be the poorest city in the State of California.

Along with having to cope with other problems, the city's infra-
structure is being destroyed by drugs. The big question my board
had to address was, what does a school district clo when the infra-
structure of the city is deteriorating? What kind of impact will that
have on the quality of education?

The president of our board, Myrtle Walker, instructed me to
begin to focus on the impact of deterioration of that city on the
quality of education. This led us, of course, to aidress the problem
of drugs in our school.

We found that our youngsters were being heavily influenced by
the men who were selling drugs out of the park. The first thing we
found is that third graders were entering scho,,ls with beepers.
These beepers were used to communicate with th, drug lords.

Our teachers were not ,prepared to deal with the child wearing a
beeper to school. Now we re not talking about u '.eeper that I could
afford. We're talking about the most advi. ,Led technoloKy in
beepers.

The teacher would see a youngster whose body looked es though
it was vibrating, but woulad not hear a beeping sound. Well, they
had moved fronn the beeper beeper to a vibratira heeper. Sn when
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the child began to tremble, naturally the teacher would say,
Johnny, would you like to go see the nurse? And often the nurse
would come in and remove the

Well, that beeper was notifying him that someone had called him
to go make a drug run. Often our teachers said, I'm here to teach,
how would I know that this kind of thing would happen in a third
grade class?

So we began providing services for our teachers so that they
would understand that there would be several different kinds of
interruptions during the school day. Then their job, of course, was
not to fall for that, but to immediately communicate with the office
to be sure that somehow child protective services was notified and
the probation department. And that's when East Palo Alto decided
that this problem was so large that one entity could not address it.

So we went toward the development of a collaboration. We found
out that child protective services had set aside some money to work
with these youngsters. We found out that the health department
also had funds to work with these youngsters. So between the
health department and the school district, a collaboration was
formed and we pooled our resources.

The top peoplethe director of child protective services, the su-
perintendent, and the director of health servicescame together
and decided that we will focus on drugs for some continuity of
effort and unity of focus to see to it that something did happen.

What happened there was the development of a parent/child
intervention center that focused on not only the child but also on
the child's parent.

We've been in this business now for 2 years. Let me just share
with you some of the problems that we are encountering. First of
all, we still have a problem funding the program. I could fund that
program easily for $6,000 per student. That's very small compared
to California's spending of $28,000 per child to incarcerate a child
in the California correction facilities.

We are simply saying, just give us 6,000 of those dollars because
we know the career path of these youngsters if we fail to intervene.

The other problem that we found is that we emphasize the care
of the infant. We took that infant from birth. The beauty about
this is, we are surrounded by great institutionsStanford Universi-
ty and Stanford Hospital. So when a child is born at Stanford Hos-
pital we are immediately contacted and are allowed to get that
child from birth.

But once we received that child and began to provide day care
while the mother participated in either treatment or some form of
education, we found the greatest need was to work with the parent.
We did not include funds in our budget to provide comprehensive
services to the parent, so we had to go out to foundations and get
money to do just that; and we did that.

The other problem that we found, though, is that after we
worked with the parent and the child 3nd they had adjusted to the
program, was that there needed to be a transition period. Once we
were able to get the parent, through child protective services and
welfare, receiving checks, we found that the money that was re-
ceived was often not used appropriately. They may pay their rent
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or they may not pay their rent. So we had to deal with eviction
services and things of that sort.

So we came up with a new proposal to several foundations, which
have not been funded, for a transition house for these parents. The
children and the parent would live in this house for at least 6
mor..ths. And during that period of time, we would have an oppor-
tunity to assist that parent in the acquisition of parenting skills, in
addition to helping her handle a budget and to work with the
parent in dealing with the problems of babies who were prenatally
exposed to drugs.

At the same time, allow the parent an opportunity with about
five other parents, and there are about six, in our State, that we're
allowed to work with in one house.

That pregram is currently being proposed to several foundations.
If it is funded we will have some data to provide to other school
districts and to other people who are interested in this area.

We also found, that as we began to determine the extent of the
delays that were mentioned just recently, the asse,sment tools are
inadequate. Unfortunately, those persons who are in the business
of designing tools to measure either the performance of youngsters
or their inability to perform were somehow outdated and inad-
equate.

So what we're doing now is working with a firm in an attempt to
design some instruments that will adequately determine the extent
of the language delays, the extent of that youngster's developmen-
tal delays, and other developmental delays. That will take some
time but at least when we finish we will have some information.
Right now we don't.

I would like to plead to OSAP, who has been just excellent in
helping us pioneer this thing, as well as Congress, to take a close
iook at the money that is being given to researchers, to be sure
that the research is something that is going to be helpful to those
of us who will be providinF services to these youngsters.

Some of the research I m finding is recycled; it is nothing new.
There is one particular case where the original research was done
10 years ago and what they have done is dust it off and give it hack
to us in a different form.

I would like to see some careful attention given to what these
people are doing and the persons that they are supposed to be
studying to be sure that these are real people. I'm finding a great
deal of difficulty trying to follow the description of children that
they say I am teaching or working with, with the ones that I'm ac-
tually working with.

So one of the things we will be doing wIth Ilarold Dent and Bill
Pierce, two psychologists out of San Francisco. would be to try to
put together some assessment tools that would be very helpful to
school districts as they attempt to deal with this.

The other problem that we are having, of course, is that 50 per-
cent of these youngsters were not with their biological mothers.
They are often either with grandmothers or some other extended
family member. No place in child protective services or any of the
other social services in California address the problem of grandpar-
ents. Often grandparents do not even receive the same services.
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So we're trying to work with these organizations to modify their
program so that they will benefit the needs of these youngsters.

In addition to dealing with the grandparents, we also need to
deal with the community at large; how these children are somehow
nurtured by the community rather than having that community
wind up bei-4 the violent place.

So one of the things that we are doing is to be sure that our
schools are effective schools and, at the same time, they are schools
where the community is rallying around them. In other words, we
are estaigishing block clubs so that if there is a child leaving school
who is act-wtA by a drug dealer, that child knows that there is a
friendly house someplace, and that the house is designated by a
certain symbol. That way, if a child is being pressured by drug
lords to sell their drugs, they have a safe place close by to go. I can
understand the problem here.

In California, if a minor is caught with drugs, the worst that can
1.appen is an overnight stay in juvenile hall and that youngster is
out. The youngsters know exactly the number of hours that they
have to stay; it's about 14 hours in our State. So it is much easier,
then, for a 14-year-old or for a 5-year-old to be caught selling drugs
because there are very few consequences.

I would like to also make another plea, and that is, as programs
are funded to focus on drug problems, that they provide direct serv-
ices. Many of the programs provide some services that these people
already have. We have several for their case studies or case man-
agement and things of that sort. But these ladies and gentlemen
need direct services that will assist them in acquiring the skill they
need in order to function out there in the real world.

Finally, for the school district in terms of achievement, we know
that these youngsters come to school troubled. We know that they
are hyperactive. We know that we will tend to use the same meth-
ods to cope with their discipline problem as other types of disci-
pline problems.

What we would like to do would be to extend some of these funds
into a school-age program. Now we've just received a small grant to
do that for one class. One of the things we'll be doing is to bring in
youngsters that we know were exposed to drugs and that are cur-
rently living in that kind of environment.

We would like to not label them and say this is the program for
the drug children; but somehow provide the kind of instruction
that will meet their problem of hyperactivitytheir problem of
tending to be violent at times when there is not that kind of provo-
cation.

So we will then have to provide funds for in-service training of
the teachers who will do that and for the parents of the children
through a parent education center that our board has established
for all parents, so that they will, at least, acquire those skills to
deal with this new problem that we are having to face without the
money coming from our State.

Our State superintendent just acknowledged our program so we
are on an all-time high. The first thing that we tend to do as super-
intendents is to deny that there is a problem, particularly if there
is no money to address that problem. Well, our State superintend-
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ent finally accepted the fact that we do have a problem of dealing
with drugs in our schools.

We will continue to fight a good right, but we really do need as-
sistance and, hopefully, some monitoring of the kinds of projects
that are coming out of programs that are being funded, particular-
ly in those areas where they are designed to assess youngsters or
provide direct services to the clients.

Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Dr. Knight.
[The statement of Dr. Knight follows:j
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From your la= of invitation it is clear that this committee is painfully aware of the

anger= tidal wave of thug injured childten apposching whim schools and thisatening to

*own the already struggling teachers and systems. (On March 8, 1990, dm House

thshoomalke co Chilthea, Family, Drop and Akohol held a heating tided, 'Falling through

the Crack The imputes of Ono-exposed children of the child welfare system.") The very name

of this committee indicates that the House appociates the difficulty of Mediating drugs and

speaks instead of coutrollies than.

My small school district is already reeling bum the fun men re the wave of children

who enter with more than the usual disabilities resulting from growing up in poverty. At the

some time we see Reading eroding for even current programs. I cannot help but notice that our

state legislature seems increasingly less willing to illVait in public education now that the

maimity of students in California are not Caucasian.

Last fad, when the House of Reprci.enlaw.cs passed H.R. 1013 (Special Educaion re-

ithlborization), ft recognized the dispropomonme lumbers of black children, especially black

mak ammo who were being placed .,;1.) special rAucation PrOgnirna, and recommended

rennalth to find more effective ways to c.cme ini% group of traditionally intdaestimated young

people. It also recognized that ja_ulera drug exposure could result in increasing numbers of

children in need of special services. nle MUM bill contained a section calling for
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demonsization spasm to schools districts for intern:Mien programs targeted to these darken.

The House bill contained mo categorical fsmding for these mignon& By the tit= the bill became

P.L. 101-476 that language was gone and the only special Binding was for coordinating existing

services as pan of the program evahmtion.

abrow**PWRii

On Friday, November 2, 1990. the Qaklind_Bilung reported on a study which found

that *One in duee young black men in California is either in jail, cm probation or on parole.°

Today's eighteen-year-old black man was in second or third grade in 1930. He was mon likely

to have been identified as l'Educationally Handicapped* than his Anglo az Hispanic peers. He

was mom likely to have been retained in a grade than odser students. He was more likely to

have been suspmded. He was, in fact more likely to have found his public school days to be

an experknoe which alienated and disenfranchised him from the milintitceant culture.

It should not have been morning that m the mid-1930's, when crack cocaine became

easily available, it would boo met with a large group of thineen-yeavold black boys whose

teenage rebellion was intensified by the inw self image they had gained from being told they

were haunts by their teachers and who had quite nrascetably given tip on the system fee more

immediate and tangible rewards. Enter thc teenage black girls whose rebellion is made MOTT

isolating because their dysfunctional families cannot provide adequate support As teenagers.

these girls face the same pressures toward sex and drugs and away from school which are faced
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by all gids. HOVONtr, the buys they date am Shove who have found aducation so be fiallm and

dm gals of steady Job and small house seem upturn at best when compered to dm WO=

pleasines of sea sod drop.

The mixture has created a new generation of tragedy. The difference is that these bias

prepared =then have infants who am mmemely fnierating to rails.

If we as a country rhould have learned anything hum the Ispamme success, it would bave

been that our *on-Bighted viva of reality and failure to invest in long-raape goals, is crippling

us today and threatens to destroy us in the fume. California's spending on incameradon has

increased by more than KO% la stable dollars over the pan mo years, while its investment in

avoiding incarazation Ims so coded that spending in ma students places us forty-eight out a

fifty Mates. and far behind other states with comparable costs of living.

Etyma Is Posits%

I have not preaested don fans out of butemess, but out a comas for oar funire ea a

nation. We lave mush smart% to be certain that children who are auecessfal in school are

whir* tO tore LO drugs Wm, and that me must effectwe way to coma dnigs is to eliminate

the market for them It is a geoking Glair togic which plum ODATCCOleat beim yeavention.
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For the past 18 months, the Ravauwood City School District has been running a

megrim for infesna and young children barn toxic pantile, and their mothers. The pmgram

centers mound thawastic day cure. Mothers are requited to come to the mbar mud times

each Vila fur drug and family coenseling, parent opining, preventive health cam and

continubts colonial. The Camay's Child Protective Semites and &aids Departments provide

a part-time nurse, a counselor and case management services. Ow center senes 44 inihnts and

children and their woo.

From ow own early intervention program, funded in pan by ihe Office for Substance

Mime Prevention (OSAP), we hoe infant that most children who come into this world affected

by clack cocaine, can, after even as short a time as 24 months. behave m &dimity to non-

mated children as to be indistinguishable. To achieve this level cd progress, they need what

all children need, a safe, stable, nurturing environment. Their emblem is that they enter the

world to the most Immuring mtvironment imaginable, and they would present a challenge to

the mast experienced and mature of parents. They are agitated and colkky, so they cry often

and often fail to provide perms with hugs and wiles, cues which help patents bond with their

children. And the patents

The =Men of Mese difficult children are chidrnn themselves, imdereducated. immature,

without money, and usually without an aiiilAble suppomve family. The fathers are too often

the black males who were called *disathaniaged." or "at risk," or 'smicial lid' or any other

names that made it acceptable for teachers to gib e up on them. The fathers are the boys whom

49-403 - 91 - 2
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se pushed oes onto the week whom we told a thousand ways that they was too stupid to

maim it in school. They are the lames of California's altionadve-to-school, ils biagennieg

prisons. Thus dime young girls are left to their own inadequate rmourees as they rains some

of the most difficuft childmi. They have no job skills and little education. It is little woke

that we have bind than cutting the ends of dm nipples from baby bottles so that they can pia

broken-up hamburger and lettuce into the books. It is little weeder that after being cooped up

in a dank apemen* with a screaming baby fm. days at a time, they escape into drugs and loud

iv. The result, of course, is the birth and raising of a new generation of American children,

malnourished, skkly, and unprepared for an education system which is unable ai meet their

needs. Instead of leading the United States with their energy and productivity, instead of

providing the support our gencraboo will need as we resift, this new genermion will become a

drain on the cormerfs shrinking resources.

call Children Can Suedirigl

The good mars is that it is not impossible for us to change this picture. H r not even

prohibitively expensive to do so. We have found, and our findings me supported by other

propanis in the state and around the country , that programs can be developed which will

minimize the thane them childrei. sui and even produce school age youngstas better

prepared to mewed in school than many nun drug exposed children. The service needs the

following elements:

3 4
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1. The pimento shield dist at or Dear birth. Our ben mums has bees with infants.

re effects of good nutrition, mutines, good hygiene end health care, aed carefially

designed activities have immediate payoff for the children and society. The Chadic°

suffer fewer health problems, they am more often left with their natural mothers - both

savinp for socidy. Support during their early development mains they are lus Uwiy

to be late identified as needing special education in school, or ingszelprimin u adults:

this saves both society aad die child.

2. A programa weds te be developed mooed the WU sad Mind mn. In spite of their

inadequacy as parents, the mochers love their children and want to keep them. But the

mothers need respite, suppon and training. A program centered around king term day

care provides the respite, and allows the mothers to keep their ;Mikes% thus giving them

the motivation to come for support and training.

3. The propem needs I. be in the community and nm by a enable, consnmulty-based

orpnizatioo, web as a public school dituria. The public schools ina poor commatity

are the last =dirk governmental institutions. In contrast to may other comonmity based

expeiseliees, the wheel district Lan ink rawly m partnership with county dgpCITEMentS

of social services, public health drytartments, and child protective se.vices departments.

Cenializing service in the commun takes away the problems the young mothers

invariably face such AS gettmg U.ins.porlation, and gives 01013 a load. peer suppon

network.
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4. The prey= needs to be loon tem Many moms Oar poequotun bards lad *dr

moth= end VeibiA aim months. Mahal who nese unable to say theemelves from

taking drugs while mignon will be enable to tom their lives around within sit months.

They seed moped es iloy move from drws, complete their education aod get mad into

wok. Concenendy, the children need the stability that can be peovided by a nertoring

day candedumtion ander.

5. The pnigmm ends to require metiers to Wend pirating counsellas al kW seirerel

Skims week. The goal of the intonation mud be two-fold benefit to both modun

and children. The few reliable predictive scales for chilthee's laser mesa in school

indicate dat the metha's reloicinship of the child is critical. In ceet-bonetit tam, it is

cheaper for society to have children nay with their paws dun to foster care

when the children ire young, and prison when they gm older. it 'ow le am be

helped to change along with the child not only will this child benefit, but also biter

children will be healthy; she will be a contributing member of society, and ha children

will be a benefis instead of a burden.

6. The myna aside the ambeence and cooperatioa of (cooky wades. We have seen

that without the tremendous suppun r nave roxived from Child Protective Services

tap, our program could not sum ie By working togetins, our promo goes well

beyond what CPS could do on su n. and provides a commimity oenftr for CPS to

effectively work with several chans.

7
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7. The staff swap thonvogh and ositilag laden. While Mel= is genial een benefit

from mom training in cultutal assiduity. and the special needs of their Mane, it is

dear that any pr.gram which ditectly aims a saving this speed MIMI= weds more

imam and practical treeing in the cieural strengths and differences of their dims.

8. The pram= wadi sufficient, lang-tem itedbg through aid graft. Reding

must include both basic child care costs of the special servhos the children sad,and the

oasts of coordinating with a myriad of ocganizations and agencies. Is our ease, ow

OMP grant provides the costs of some of the special services mid some of the extended

child case dm county's Public Heahh Degonment puede health screades and dog

coma:leg; CPS pmvides basic child Ole for the fire sie months and some counaling.

We still ran a deficit of over $100,000 this year, caused by providing basic child care

and facilities costa

Based on our everienca, recommend that funds be so aside for gams to

school districts from the federal government, perhaps through OSAP. We have found

this young agency to be sons cooperauve and supportne. lf fimding is muted through

the states, a portion mint be set aside tot programs such as ours, ne by local educational

agencies.

The total cost of such a program ts approximately $12,000 per child per year.

By using exisUng county agency resources. the total IXIst would be approximately WOOD
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is an mem* of this fragmented "punch to the miasma of dna-coposed childete. Likewise,

ECM, Chapter I and ride VU. trilingnal programs focus on the children in isolation from their

family and health ntre.- Sewall; lack the local resources to provide for the children in the

=text of their families - an essemial component to successfel intervendon. Funding for school-

age children MO be broad enough to encompass staff development as well as die parenting,

counseling and oder services we have found to be nicuisful in our Parent-Child Innevention

Pruitrurn

The federal government needs to lead the way in providing holistic programs for school

age children, while concunently summing additional research.

naittitt MicationProcants illeore theatblgiffiNdeg

There is hnle doubt that new teachers m our sum are coring their profession

mioquipped to teach minority students, let alone drug affected students. Funding for mew

education programs must require direct clpcnence in urban schdals, and mutt require Wader

candidates to participate in both cultural uncntasons and 3:Immo* in dealing with disabilities.

These classes in turn must be taught hv pracmsoners 3.h0 are familiar with the manifestations

of drugs and the dysfunctional awironmeni of ,n,drrn
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MIR

The oak we boo is fonnidablo lioworer, it is edam so aspen:his oor so WWI that

se ORM stoodos our Om Your West* is moths moth mod deawasuatios sid

training promos is critic& I apposciase Mos do Roue boo dons, sod sage you so continuo

your dims.

.hdy a 1991
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Mr. RANGEL. Also testifying not too long ago before the Select
Narcotics Committee was Dr. Diane Powell, who runs an exciting
program based right here in Washington, DC, one of the very few
programs of its kind in the Nation that deals with the problems
that these children have. And she, too, has been kind enough to
come back to share her ideas and her project with us on this week-
end.

I should let the panelists and the audience know that most all of
the panelists have agreed to get together after this forum is over to
see what we can do to educate others and to help ourselves with
the programs that we're involved in, because, unfortunately, there
are not that many people in the Nation who are doing what this
panel is doing. And we have to get local, State, and especially the
Federal Govemnent, to be more supportive.

So thank you again, Dr. Powell, being with us, and we are
anxiously awaiting your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DIANE E. POWELL
Dr. Powm. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee and caucus.
I'm delighted that during this 21st session of the Black Caucus

that this is an issue that is being addressed. I know that all of you
have watched the media as it has shown us pictures of young chil-
dren who are lying tremulously in their bassinettes in the hospital
wards.

I know that you have seen pictures of babies that are being
maintained in houses for children who do not have families. We
call them boartier babies. And I think that the media has certainly
done a job of allowing us to open our eyes and to see that problems
exist.

But I think that one of the things we want to keep focused on is
that when the cameras stop rolling and the publicity is not being
printed, that we still have children who are entering into our
schools.

I'd like to stress to you that when we look at children who have
been prenatally exposed to drugs, one of the things that we want to
keep in mind is that they are children first. They are certainly at
risk, but they're children first.

I'd like to walk with you into a classroom on the first day of
school and invite you to understand that when these children walk
into the classroom doors, they do not present that significantly dif-
ferent from their nonexposed peers. They also are excited about
being in school. They look attractive. They have bright eyes, shin-
ing faces. They want to be hugged and kissed by the teachers. They
want to explore the environment. And they're dressed like any
other chird that you see.

There are certainly some differences in terms of the degree, the
intensity and the frequency of behaviors that we might see. But
they're children; they're not a biogenic underclass. They're not
shadow children. They're not crack babies. They're not those chil-
dren. They're children. They have names. They have parents. They
have grandparents. They have a father. They came from some-
where, and there's a place for them to go.
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I think that as we begin to talk about early intervention and pro-
gramming, we can paint a picture for these children that is some-
what more optimistic than sometimes the press would have us be-
lieve.

Let me talk to you a little bit about project DAISY, its inception,
and its importance in terms of its mission here in the District, and
perhaps some national implications.

In 1989, our previous superintendent sat down with a collabora-
tion of representatives of several agencies here in the District to
ask and to try to begin to formulate answers to the questions:

What will we do when these children enter our schoolhouse
doors?

Are we really prepared to respond to all the needs of the chil-
dren?

And what do those needs look like?
We're all afraid.
I think that once people have voiced the position that we are

afraid, we're anxious, we re not sure, we don't know, we don't have
the answers, I think the real work begins.

By bringing together a collaboration across agencies we were
able to look at the fact that all of these children will be impacted
upon by agencies across the District of Columbia, but one of the
agencies that all of them must matriculate through, is the school
system.

Certainly we found that a lot of our children who were 3, 4. and
5 years old coming in to the classrooms have never had a physical
examination. They may or may not be living with a biological
parent. And as my colleagues expressed. the majority of our par-
ents are grandparents and in some instances, great-grandparents.

We have some who are as old as 85 who are raising children who
were left with them as babies. Some of these receive these children
when they turn 3 and 4.

One of the things that they say to us is that, we love them but
we're tired. And that's something that I think that we have to be
cognivint of. These people are tired.

Sometimes they don't live with a grandmotherthey're not that
fortunateso they live in places like Grandma's House, or they go
into other social service agencies where boarder babies are kept
and reared and they go to school from there, but they're still chil-
dren when they come to us.

Project DAISY is a special initiative. It's a project that was de-
signed to provide developmentally appropriate settings for young
children between the ages of 3 to 5, in regular classroom settings
that are integrated with nonexposed peers.

One of the things that we want to keep in mind is that we do not
know that these children need special education yet. And we do not
want to assign a life-long sentence of being handicapped to children
who may not present that way.

As you listened to Dr. Davis. she said to you, 15 percent of the
children may have special needs. And we recognize that there are
those children who will need to be placed in special education. but
85 percent of those children will enter into the regular classroom.
And our children, we feel, are being served appropriately in an in-
tegrated setting that offers full inclusion with particular supports

12
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to respond to the behavioral concerns and the cognitive concerns
that thm children may present.

Project DAISY is currently located in four schools in the District
of Columbia. Each of those schools is in different quadrants of the
city, in neighborhoods where children are "at risk", We have, in
each of our classrooms, two adultsa teacher and an educational
aideand we serve 15 children. Ten of those children in each of
the classes are not exposed to drugs, five of them are. The five chil-
dren who are exposed are corning to us because of our relationship
with the birth to 3 tracking system that operates out of D.C. Gener-
al which gathers aggregate information on children across the Dis-
trict who have been prenatally exposed to risk factors. Therefore,
we can go out and interview those mothers and offer to them the
tym of support that our project offers.

What does our project offer?
We can offer reduced class sizes. We offer the supports of an

interdisciplinary team, a clinical psychologist, a clinical social
worker, a speech language pathologist, and supports from the medi-
cal community.

We can offer developmentally appropriate environments that
have been restructured to look at the developmental needs of chil-
dren.

We can offer multiage classrooms where being a little delayed
doesn't really make a difference because your peers are of different
ages.

We can offer classrooms that have materials that allow children
to participate in hands-on learning experienceshands-on science,
hands-on math.

We can look at curriculum intervention such as high scope or
the Errin curriculum which was developed in California. We can
look at strategies that we are using to respond to the behaviors
that we have observed in the environment.

We've noted, to date. approximately 53 behavioral characteristics
that these children exhibit. And we can say for sure that no two
children present exactly the same. Some of these children have one
of these characteristic behaviors, some of them have 35. We know
that they are all different.

But we do know that when we look at these children in relation-
ship to their nonexposed peers, that some of those same character-
istics which many of them have. are exhibited by their nonexposed
counterparts. We know that children who are young do havu a lot
of motoric activity. We know that children who are young do not
always stay in their seats. We know that children 9dget and
squirm. We know that children cry and have problems in separat .
ing from their mother.

We also know that features such as maturation over time and
the opportunity to look at models of peers that are exhibiting the
behaviors that we desire make a difference in terms of what chil-
dren look like when they enter in September and when they exit in
June.

We are now moving into the second year of our project. And as
we looked at our project and we looked at the needs of the clients
we were serving, and certainly being in the District of Columbia
which is a predominantly black school systemwe hwl to look at
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how we could offer support and be culturally sensitive to the Afri-
can-American community here in the District of Columbia.

One of the things that we began to look at was how do you deliv-
er services in a cultural context to reach out to families when you
know that the primary caregiver is a female and generally a senior
citizen?

One of the things that we have introduced into our project is
called Home-Based Intervention. What that means is that we take
the supports directly from the classroom into the home. We can
share with grandmothers in the homes strategies that work in the
classroom. And we can share those strategies to support the needs
that we're seeing that these children are exhibiting.

One of the things that my colleagues have indicated that they
noticed in these children, which is generalizable, are deficits in lan-
guage. Oftentimes we find that children have problems ir express-
ing themselves as well as understanding what is being said and
making sense of that in the environment.

We found that a lot of this has to do with the fact that when
these children were young they dicin't have that initial bonding ex-
perience with a significant other, so they didn't have a lot of expo-
sure to language models. So we're working a lot on language mod-
eling.

We're also looking at things like how do children play and inter-
act with their environment and we recognize that some of our chil-
dren do have extremely aggressive thematic play. But modeling
makes a difference, and certainly early intervention makes a dif-
ference in these children.

Some of our children came into class and they were unable to sit
or attend for periods of even 30 to 45 seconds. We found that that
has certainly been different in terms of the models that we have
seen over time in our program.

So I'd like to say in closing, that we want to look at strategies.
We want to look at training preservice, in-service. And we want to
look at recognizing that these are children first. But the picture
that we paint for them is not bleak; it can be extremely optimistic
if we pool our resources and talents in responding to the needs of
these young children.

(The statement of Dr. Powell follows: j
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CHAIRMAN RANGEL, MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE AND BLACK CAUCUS...

AN HoNoRED TO COME BEFORE YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUR COMMITTEE

HEARING As you ADDRESS THE ISSUE oF THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WHo

HAVE BEEN SUBSTANCE EXPOSED. THIS PROBLEM HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED 70

HAVE ADVERSELY AFFEcTED HUNDREDS OF THOUsANDs OF CHILDREN. WHILE

MosT DocuMENTATION REFLECTS THE HIGH INCIDENCE OF THIS PROBLEM IN

MINORITY COmmuNITIES I.E. ( AFRICAN AMERICAN. HISPANIC) THERE IS No

aRouP RACIALY OR ECONOMICALLY THAT HAS GONE UNAFFECTED. THE PROBLEM

Is PERVASIVE AND IT RAs HAD AND WILL CONTINUE TO HAVE A DEVASTATING

IMPACT ON oUR CHILDREN UNTIL WE DEFVELop STRATEGIES ACROSS MULTIPLE

5V51Lmb To RESPOND TO THIS CRISIS. DUE ro THE PREDOMINANCE OF Low

INcomE MINORITY WomEN WHO CURRENTLY RECEIVE HEALTH CARE FRom PUBLIC

HEALTH cARE FACILITIES, STUDIES sUcli ASTMS MAPARE STUDY IN FLoRIDA

INDICATE THAT MINORITY WOMEN ARE 10 TINES MORE LIKELY To BE

IDENTIFIED As DRUG USERS. WHAT wE DO KNoW IS THAT WomEN usE DRUGS

ACROSS E".HNIc GROUPS AND THAT THEIR SUBSTANCE ABUSE IMPACTS ON THE

CHILDREN.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PERINATAL ADDICTION RESEARCH AND

EDUCATION INAPARE). HAs CITED FIGURES WHICH PRWECT THAT AS MANY As

375.000 INFANTS ARE BORN ANNUALLY TO WOMEN wHo usED Duos DURING

PREGNANCY. THIs FIGURE. APPROXIMATELY 11% oF ALL NEWBORNS ARE

VIEWED BY SOME AS A CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE. FURTHER IT is

ImpoRTANT To NOTE THAT THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY So THOUSAND BABIES

BORN IN THE UNITED STATES EACH YEAR WITH ALcrwm. RELATED DFFFCTS

MTH AS FETAL ALCOHOL SYNORUME AND FETAL ALCOHOL FFFECT.
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IN oRDER To AcCoMMODATE AND EDWATE THESE CHILDREN wE MUST

PREPARE TEACHERS IN A MYRIAD oE WAYS, FIRST AND FOREMOST WE MUST

STRESS THAT THESE " CHILDREN ARE CHILDREN FIRST". SECONts AN

EDUPAToNs wE MINT RETHINK TIO RAI IN 14RIcil WE DEIIVER EDIcAlioNAL

PROGRAMS. IN oUR UNMAN coMMuNITIEN WV ?IFNI DEAELoP A cIIILlIAL

coNscloiNNENN. THIN i-FFoRT MINT FAINT t%1IRAi. ANE EXTERNAL Io rim

AFRICAN AMERIcAN coMMI I . wE musr Elfi ATF PRo%/DEHN RELATIE To

THIN HINTokicAI coNIEW 0I THE FAMILY AND THE Roil- E lID, MATRIAhcl

wIIHIN PIAcK FAMILY SYSTEM:. tills uNDERSTANDINI; Is cRITIcAt As *I

I:ME. MAI MAN:A UE mit y,!ING cHIIOREN AEI. HEINNi RAINIO H)

GRANDM,ITHERS AND IN SOME cAsts 6REAT GRANDWITHERs. WE Atsii mist

coNNILIR THF Ifti 1 THAT 4fIRER PloillE SIXII As cloSE ERIENDs.

SISIERS. 14(1%4; INIo THE LIlS 0E THIsU IJok

1T,iN MEM s NN IMD0NTANI EAMILA

AS WE EAWIINF IHE EDUiAlIuNAI IMPLICATIoNN ME MuTHERS Witt; iSi

WE MIsT EIEP IN MIND *NE AEH4 cHITIvAl FActi,H

To pAII HI. JDRA IS (sit ANt Till VERDICT HAS Ni.1 BEI'N RINI,EED-L

RI! 010. Ili THI NIMEENs IrE tHisE 'HilDNEN NEED st1.14Dits

IHI HEIAAAN cLAssio+Um. CoNsE41-ENILA . wE NE/D rt) HEEflels orR

THP.51%6 oN !HI cH!fo'y, sii,E^.61Hs ,40.1-3t1+14 11S1\4; It

DEEIcIt 41,141. IT IS CRITICAL THAT wE ATTEMPT To SUPPORT AND

MAINEAIN rilEsE PHILDREN IN SETTINGS WITH THEIR NON EXENNSED PEERS 10

THE pEcREE poNNIRLE. IT IN NoT APPROPRIATE.. Noll IN IT EINANcIALLV

1.EANIHLK ro SEGREGATE THESE cRILPREN FROM THEIR pEFRN AIRLESS

THE DEGREE oF SEVERITY OF CHEIH NEEDS WOULD MAKE AccomMoVATIoNt,

WITHIN ms HEGuLAR cLASsitoom SETTING uNREASONAHLE.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULL INCLUSION ARE SUPPORTED HY FINDINGS FROM

THE NAPARE DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY WHIcH SUGGESTS THAI* of; THE 3o0

CHILDREN THEY STUDIED ALtiosT WO% TESTED WITHIN NORMAL LIMITS

coGNITIVELY AND THAT THEV cAN HF. TAuGHT AND +-AN UAW:. THAT NANY 411.

THE NELRoSEHAVIORAL DIFFIcuLTIES SEEN AS INFANTS ARE NOT APDARtNi

AT AGE AND 4 . CONSEVIANTI V THESE cHILDREN EXHIHI r coMDETENel Es

WITHIN THE Soc IA, EMOTIONAL, MoTOlt AND INTE.LLECTI AL DOMAIN WHIcH

PLACE THEM WELL wITHIN NoRMAL LI MI IS.

INSTEAD 4/E EXCLI DINO THEsE 0111 OREN FROM OUR 41 ASSHOOMS

WE NEED TO TRAIN TFA&iII Hs hiokli WITH THEsE CHILDREN AS THE 5

WOULD ANA OTHER "Al KIsh' CHILD IN THEIR CIASSHoom. KEEPING IN

MIND THAT Tills Is THE ERA oF FULL INCLUSION... ONLY IF THE NEEDS OF

THESE CHILDREN ARE SG SEVERE THAT THEY NEED ALTIMIL,ATIVE SETTINGS

SHOULD WE ENTERTAIN spEcIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING. OTHERWISE IT IS

OUR FROFESSIoNAL RESPoNSIIIILITY AS EDUcATORS TO BRIM THE SUPPORTS

DIRECTLY Tt) THE CHILD WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE REGULAR cLASSEDoM.

IT Is citITIcAr 1HAT WE Loin% HENOND THE LASH. ro IRE CHILD. THEst

"HI LPHFN AHE E.AOER TO LIAR% AND Eul'ALIN AS EXCITED AS THEIR NoN

NposED phE HS.

THI. sl.PPolas NI.F.11.1) cif ohEN MIST hI, MI ill I..

sH", t 1; uNcIL.D1. spEt I Eli sl RA I Ei! S ANE HE Asa 'NADU' EITha.A WS

AcroMloPA I IoNS rHtst: Moir! Ic HI LI h 11 I IN rHt AREAS 11E:

.Srui yr! HE: oF THE EN: H 11, I

SI RI CTIHi, 11Y rHt 1.t 9AI I HI os

IN( C of' Hi LA I 41 I 1 ri-AcHEH, 'HI! 0-111 I

I lii ro 1k10P. ANL I I ct!F LII I

sI 'ILI HE oF THE .0 ! I %N!, L NE of :II, Aci
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.1 TO THE KNOWLEDGE BASE WHICH HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN EARLY

,1 EFFORTS IN PROGNANS SUCH AS HEADSTART WE KNoW THAT EARLY

tNTION AND SUPPoRT IS ESSENTIAL AND THAT IT DoES MAKE A

NsEAKENTLY, IN DESIGNING PRoGRAMS TO RESININD To THE INNIE

el: THESE YOUNG CHILDREN THERE ARE CoMMoN cHARAcTERISTIcS

,RoCLD RE FOUND IN EFFEcTIVE EARLY INTERVENTION PMAIRAMs.

THESE CHARAcTFRISTIcS, ARE A PART oF PRoJECT DAISV AND

oLLADoNATIvE CoNsLLTATIoN ACRoSS AGENCIEs

,oNE MANED INTERVENTION

ARENT TRAINING AND SUPPORT Wimps FoR PRINARY CARE GIVERS

,EVEL0PMENTA1LY APPROPRIATE cLASSRoON PRACTICEs

XPERIFNTIAL LEARNING STRATEGIES

UIL INCLUSION OF CHILDREN IN INTEGRAIED SETTINGS

,vLTIDIScIPLINARY SUPPORTS INCLUDING:

,EDWATORs

.SocIAL WORKERS

TINIcAL PSYcHoLOGISTS

.sPEEcH PATHOLoGisTs

mEDIcAL supptRkTs /scREFNING

4INTENANc:: oE cHILWON IN cIASSROWIS ItI 1 1,11) Sof FACEL.1/

oILDREN To 2 'WILTS

AGE LEFI 11.Asswo'lls

,sEARcH TO DocIMENI EtElcAcI

4A15IN4a To 411-NiliAl. EPrAToNs
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WE WILL NEED TO BOTH TRAIN PRE SERVICE EDUCATORS AND RETRAIN

INSERVICE TEACHERS; ARMING THEP' WITH A CADRE OF TECHNIQUES, IN

SOME INSTANCES WE WILL NEED TO ASSIST TEACHERS IN RFFORMILATING

THEIR THINNING ABOUT WORKING WITH rriFsF VOUNG cRILDREN. IN ESSEXicl-

THE ROLE OF THE REGULAR EDUCATION TEAcHER WIIL HAVE To UNOIRGo A

DRAMATIC SHIFT.

AT THE PRE-SERVICE TEAcHEN TRAINING LEVEL UNIVERSITIES MISI

EXPAND PERSONNEL PREPARATIoN PROGRAMS TO

TEAcRERS To;

INCLUDE TRAINING oE

.W0RE COLLABoRATIVFLY ACRoSS AGENCIES

TO PARTICIPATE IN SHARED PROBLEM SoLVING AND

DECISION MAKING

.FMPHASIZE COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMMING n)

WoRKING CLOSELY WITH FAMILIES

PKOVIDE TEACHERS WITH ALTERNATIVE CURRICU1R

APPROACHES OFtELOPMENTALLI APPROPRIATL; AD

STRATEGIES

.E0CUS 0% DATA coLLEuTIoN AND DocUMEN:AlloN

IN AUDITION TO THE EFFoRT MADE Ltm'ALLI HY ScWwIL SYSTEW. AND

TIDISE RicoMMENDEV FoR coto;IDERATION TV VNItEkS1114S.

1;o1.410,NENT u05TRIPU1'Io% sHollO RP EXPANDED To INcLtIO.D:

1. RESTARk14 JJ 10641.4R F144 Alto% PRooltAMs Io iHr

MAINTAINAuE 1111LDION 1% 51111%6S NITH THEIR NON 1-N*41s1.0

PFVHS
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2. SUPPORT OF EFFORTS nu DEVELOP CURRICULA AND CURRICULUM

ADAPTATIONS TO SUPPORT INNOVATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

A. FUND INNOVATIVE PRESFRVICE EDUCATOR PRoGRAMS IN EARII

FDUc%TIONAL INTERVENTION

AlAWN GRANTS 70 SelicuM SYSTEMS TO EXPAND DEtELOP Oh

coNTINUE PROGRAMS DEsIGNED 10 ADDRESS THE EDUcAlIo% 0E nus GRolE

OF rHIIDREN

REMMERS oF THE COMMITTEE...

IN cLOSING, 1 URGE VOr IU Wiii(THIATF F11.40S To st14/MiT TtiEsE

cRILDREN Now To MANIMI/E THE PENH-ITS GAINED EROM EARLY

INTERVENTION. VERSUS DEEMED REMEDIAL oR coRRECTIVE IPPRoACH WHEN

THESE cH1LDREN REAcH MIDDIE OR ADoLEscENT YEARS, LEAST wE WAIT THE

cosT.. WILL FOE. AS1RoNo4IcA1... oNE THISG THAT wF KNow IS THAI EAct1

OF THESE cHILDREN Is uNIWVE. No ruo cHILDREN PRESENT AT THE SAME

TIME WITH ANY UNIFORM LEARNING OR HEHAVIoRAL cHARACTfN1sTICS.

coNSElaUFNTLY. wE MUST PRoVIDE THESE CHILDREN wITH INTENSIVE

INTMENTIoN SUPPORTS IN ORDER TO WARD oEk A cHISIS IN tHE EUTCRE,

FINAILY, WHAT wE CAN SAy Is THAT EARLY 1101-10,ENT10S DoEs w('Nk

A*.D FoN MANI. MANY oE THESE CHILDREN THI PRoG%osIS NIIH

r,i1-461:4:10N AND SEPPOR1 %ILL RE OPTIM1S1le.

Dr. 'sane F. Pour!!

DAIS1

lostrict 01 Columbln Public hchuo/s

Seplemtler Il. 1991
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Dr. Powell.
We've had some idea as to the medical impact on the child, the

health situation in the hospital, and we'll talk more about that.
We are now seeing how people are wrestling with the problem in

the school setting with special prolects. Now we'll try to move and
see what is really being clone to better equip the teachera to know
that this is with us and what we have to do m the future.

I'm glad that my friend, Mike Timpane, the president of the
internationally known Teachers College of CAumbia University,
has agreed to share his ideas with uswith this panel. And also to
get his commitment that in our community we're going to have to
get some more panels about wl:at should be included in the cur-
riculum of our schools since there's some controversy as to whether
or not African history has been properly portrayed as with the rest
of history.

I am glad when Columbia says we can deliver that message in a
less fiery way than has been suggested, but in an accurate way.

And at the same time, I've asked Dr. Powell whether or not we
can get both of you to get Columbia to perhaps share the technical
background in health and education with Dr. Primm and the Fed-
eral and local and State people to see whether we can really put a
package together to deal with the problem that we all know it.
going to severely hit this Nation.

I remember when Beny Primm testified in front of this very com-
mitteehow many years ago, Benyon AIDS?

Dr. Picatu. Eight years ago.
Mr. RANGEL. Eight years ago, Beny Primm testified about the

AIDS epidemic that was going to sweep this Nation and the impact
it was going to have on minority conimunities, and no one knew
what he was talking about. Now, unfortunately, they do.

So, President Timpane, thank you, once again for always bei-lig
available and we're anxious to hear what input you have on this
serious subject.

STATEMENT OF P. MICHAEL TIMPANE
Mr. TIMPANE. Thank you, Congressman Rangelmy Congress-

man.
Just to respond to what you said at the very outset of your re-

marks, there should be no doubt that educators need help. and
need help badly in this area. And not to be too confessional. but
none more than myself, because your call to testify has caubed rte
to try to put myself through a 2-week crash course to learn the
things I should have known long ago; so I can give you some per-
sonal testimony that that is not the way to solve the problem. We
need much more than 2-week crash courses to solve tl.ese oesper-
ate problems.

Let me briefly relate a vignette that I learned when I asked sev-
eral of my colleagues at the collop who are far more well infotmed
than I.

Mr. RANGEL. Would you share with the audience how many
teachers you produce annually out of CAumbia alone?

Mr. TIMPANE. Sure. Columbia Teachers College peGbablv pro-
duces about 500 teachers a year. And, of course, the colleges of the
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city University and of the other universities in the citiesseveral
thousand more.

This is a true story about a young, gifted 5-year-old African-
American girl from central Harlem. 1Ne have a federally funded
program called Project Snyergy, which is supposed to identify
gifted young children from that neighborhood for early education.

Jenny, which is the name we give her, is one of 11 children
under the age of 18. Her mother is addicted to crack and her absen-
tee father is an alcoholic; and she often comes to school disheveled,
not in clean clothes. On several occasions when the community
member, who is our parent liaison in this program, tried to visit
the home, she was refused entry.

Jenny's neighborhood school ranks 617 out of the 619 in New
York Oty. It's in a tough neighborhood. The kindergarten class
that Jenny attends has 28 children, one teacher, and a paraprofes-
sional. As you would expect from what we've heard this morning,
out of the 28 children, several are impaired due to substance abuse
of their mothers during pregnancy; several are on Rita lin, unfortu-
dately; and several live in homeless shelters.

So you'd say that the daily challenges that face Jenny are insur-
mountable but that's by no means the case. Jenny is a great survi-
vor. Let me read what our professor, who supervises this program,
said about her

Her inquisitive nature, combined with her tenacious spirit. has enabled her to
thrive in Project Synergy's summer program at '1V.achers College. Her academic pro-
file is astonishing She can intuitively carry out sophisticated math computations; is
teaching herself how to read; can weave imaginative stories in the pretend area,
and is passionate about playing card games with her teacher.

A standardised math assessment places her at or above the Mth percentile, nc.1
withstanding the very difficult home and school environment that she hat maim-
4tred so far.

I tell the story because I think we need to understand that there
are a full range of children's gifts among this community and we
shouldn't downplay the high end; we should not misunderstand
that there are remarkably gifted children who are in the kind of
risk that we're talking about today and not just average kids.

But we have to wonder how many Jennys have already been
abused and permanently harmed and didn't show up in our pro-
gram. We have to worry a lot about will Jenny herself make it.
The perils of her life are hardly over, at the age of 5.

There's one other thing that we should worry about: when will
the Federal Government wake up to the possibilities here, because
this is a federally funded program, and just an example of what
the Federal Government can do if it wants to.

To characterize the state of awareness and preparation and
training of educatorsit's hard to generalize, I suppose, but the
picture that I have gained is, indeed, of inspiring instances of dedi-
cation and of successand we've heard about many of them here
and in the very compelling testimony that you heard in July on
this subject.

But it's the unfortunate case that they're isolated at best. Most
schools and most educators are woefully unprepared to cope with
the myriad complexity and consequences of children with drug-in-
duced disorders and disabilities.
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As I said we need help, and we need help fast.
Let me just go quickly through live areas where I think program

development could happen rather quickly and effectively if the will
and the resources are tWre.

The first is what I'll call generally multidisciplinary school-based
programs. What I'm saying here, while it applies particularly to
these children, really applies to all children at risk and it probabiy
applies to all children; and that is that the schools simply have to
open up and become places where many agencies and many profes-
sionals can come together to deal with the myriad problems, as has
been stressed eerlierthe myriad pmblems that most such chil-
dren face. It is rare and it probably never occurs that the children
we're concerned about come to school with one problem anti one
problem only.

These are syndromes of problems that we are dealing with; and
if we are not prepared in the schools to deal with the an ay of
thccicsesroblems that the young child presents, we are unlikely to
su

And yet, schools, as institutions, have typically not been own to
that kind of breadth of services. It's better today than it has I), .n.
but it is not the tradition. The tradition of the schools has or....n
been, when the problem gets serious, to refer the child to another
agency. And all the blame is not on the school, by any means !ie-
cause the other agencies are just as bureaucratic and turf-consciou .
as the schools and they're anxious to have that referral if that's
the way that they garner their resources and make their t...ack
record.

So for schools and all agencies, we've simply got to lower the ba-
reaucratic barriers and come together and provide comprehensive
services for these children, for all children at risk. And as has bnc,i
said this morning, the earlier, the better.

Second, we do need to strengthen and enhance special education
programs in the schools, which are that part of the school curricu-
lum that has had the responsibility of addressing the needs of chil-
dren with -motional and social handicaps and learning disabilities.

As I've said, the schools can't do it all; but the schools have a
role, and certainly to reconceptualize and reorganize special educa-
tion programs in ways that deal effectively with the uniqec neeris
of children with drug-induced disabilities is one such role.

The symptoms described this morning and in previous testimony
and in the literature are very confusing, and it is easy for the un-
prepared teacher or rehabilitation worker to confuse the symptoms
of drug exposure with other kinds of learning disabilities, other
kinds of physical symptoms.

The report that I have is that this often results in inaccurate d--
agnosis and inappropriate treatment even within special educatwn.
which is trying earnestly and wholeheartedly to deal with these
children.

Such training is simply rarely available and there are very le..v
materials for special educators to use either.

The third intervention I would urge is one that again you re-
ferred to in your remarks and that have been referred to by previ-
ous speakers, that in addition to paying attention to the current
generation of children who are entering our schools, we reislly
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must bear down and commit and expand our efforts in educational
programs that are specifically designed to prevent a second genera-
tion of Lhis problem.

Substance abuse and drug abuse education, properly designed,
works, and the evidence is growing that it works.

A o.funie of specifications I would make are that these prognims
chould certainly initially be targeted toward high-risk children,
and they shoula be looking at these childre _'s psychological and
-ocial development as well as their educational achievement in
tryilw Lo educate them about substance and drug abuse.

It should begin early and it must focus on the progressive devel-
opment of knowledge and attitudes and decisionmaking skills. If
there's one thing that's clear, it's that children need good informa-
tion 5.nd the tools to make good decisions. And another thing that's
also cleat is thet simple admonitions or scare tactics will not work.
Childrm need in this, as in so many areas of their life, good, solid
information and skills with which to cope with an issue that is
going tc come back at them and come back at them and come back
at them threughout their educational careers; and they have the

-ngth and the knowledge and the skills to deal with it again and
r.g,Ain and again.

I think to a significant extent these drug abuse and substance
abu e*. education programs must be readily integrated as learning
modules into the curriculum. If it's taught off to the side; if it's ob-
viously an add-on or a tack-on to the school program, it will go the
.way of !:.) twiny other add-ons and tack-ons. So whether it's in
heath!, education. whether it's in the social studies, whether it's in
the inuiii:.ultural curriculum that we must develop, the issue must
be, obviouhiy. a central and integral part of what goes on in the
sch

I he program has to tap into and take advantage of the communi-
cation channels and the community settings that these kids are
plugged into, because most of their time will not be spent in school,
oat will be spent elsewhere. So it needs to have that kind of
bieudt h.

In 61111, les really programs that emphasize helping young people
to resist peer pressure. build self-confidence and self-esteem; and to

that in the school setting and out, those will be the effective pro-
grams.

Fourth. we TIVI1F,: talk about teacher preparation and teacher
preparation institutions. We are just at the beginning of the road
in traimn.; teachers, new teachers, and teachers in the classroom
not only how !o cope, but also how to succeed with these children.

itt Teachers College. we've instituted a number of special courses
and work.,hops that all of our preservice teachers now need to take,
o well a s inservice programs for teachers in the schools, and we

have developed somo program training materials for educators. But
v.1-, am; I suspect other schools of education, have just started on
Ow plus-sive job of training and retraining America's teachers to
.;e31 vffectively with drug-exposed children.

No,v %hat should the Federal Government do about this? Let me
iust About ai coupk of things.

I a simple suggestion to start withthat we discover and
el rejuvenate an Office of Comprehensive School Health--that
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at least used to exist in the Department of Education, and we think
it still doesas a way to begin to have some policy authority and
administrative oversight to coordinate in a systematic way all of
the Federal programs that could have aspects that bear on this
issue, and that could also help with a systematic effort such as the
National Difft.sion Network in the Department of Education tri
develop successful prevention and intervention education efforts in
this area.

I think an even more important issue is whether and how we
should develop a categorical program containing moneys that have
been earmarked and set aside for the kinds of things we've talked
about here today.

I think that my answer to "whether" is "yes," but it's a quLaftei
"yes." Because my answer isin the short run, yes; in the ion.:
run, I think we might want to think more carefully about it. & t
me tell you what I mean by that.

In the short run we have a desperate need to build a knowledgt,
and information base through added research. We have a desper.ti.
need to train and retrain the leaders in education and in other
fessions in how to deal with this issue.

We must have those moneys afid have them targeted in the short
run, if in the long run these young people are going to have acec,
to the variety of services and resources that knowledgeable people
in schools and communities will have to have to address their prob-
lems.

But I want to put in a word of caution about imagining a pert...,
nent operating program, lest it become another pigeon hole irs,o
which we will drop these young people.

The range of services and professionals must all be involved in
the long run. So at least as a way to start the convelsatirm,
wonder if we shouldn't think about highly targeted necessart
velopmental activities in the short run, but have in mind that
the long run what we really need to do is infuse the entire edwa
tion program with the kinds of knowledge and skills that wt.'ve
talked about here today .

I haven't had time to develop a dollar estimate on such a pro-
gram, Mr. Chairman, but, needless to say, I'd be pleased to provide
it if you are interested.

Let me conclude with one other encouragement for yca.
Gallup poll on American education just came out a week or so zagn
about the public's attitudes toward schools.

And of all of the administration's proposed national goals, re
dering America's schools free of drugs and violence commands i.
highest degree of support among the American people, pc:nt

But yet, point two, it is the goal that they believe will be tar-
most difficult to accomplish.

So I believe we are moving in the right direction. I believe we
have strong evidence that not just the people in the commuititws
most hard hit, but the people of this Nation in general, are
to support some vigorous national leadership in this area, and I
know you will provide it.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Timpane follows:j
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STATE:MT OF

P. !lichee) Timpane

President
Teachers College

Columbia University
New York, New York

Testimony presented before the House Select Committee on
Narcotics Abuse and Control of the U.S. Congreae

The Non. Charles S. Rangel. Chairman

September 13. 1991

fir thailman. memhwls ot ttw Committec. thank you tor Your invitation to

4rpear Leicto you today I am hnnorod ond grateful for this opportunity to

rTiesent American educators, this time pn a matter of critical importance to

both Congr.ast,inal noltcymakers and the education professionthe problem of

pi-el-wall- drug exposed children, its impact nn Amorices youth and our

covrt.ittac aid.* tta challenge that this problem presents to American schools

and St

ta.i. read the testimony given before this Committee in Julv. I shall

not tiv;s1t what has already been coyote& numerous witnesses have descrtbed

considerahlt dotail for the Committee the scope of the problem we face, the

impz o! r-otottal alcohol, crack,cocaine. and other drug abuse on developing

!oases the resulting developmental delays and other anomalies observed in

preschool and schu,1-aged children, and the crisis in education that is being

created !or what are already overburdened and underfunded schools that are now

beinF. nsiced to respond bv educating these children. While there are inspirirm

instancmc .t ,:outage and even successful ettnrts being assiduously pursued bv

ded4(sterl ,ImIps of educators and others. unfortunattiv these are *rotated
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Most schools and most educators are woefully unprepared to copy with the

myriad complexities and consequences of children with drug-induced disorders

and disabilities. The response to date has been well-intentioned but ill-

conceived, too otten characterized by denial, panic, inappropriate diagnosis

and referrals, and confusion. In short, schools and educators need help. and

we nerd it last.

What. then, do schools and educators need to meet the challenge of

educating drug-exposed children as tney come through our schoo1s7 Let me

focus on s4vera1 major arras thr need tor multidisciplinary school-based

servicedeliverv programs, the need tor enhanced special education programs.

the need tot hi rrnewed commitment to and emphasis on primary prevention

through school and community-based health and drug education programs. the

need tor teacher preparation and specialized training. and the need tor a

limited federal initirtivt tt, seed and support efforts in such areas.

The Need for Multidisciplinary School-Based Programa

Firsr, the unique and challenging needs et this population ml children

require a multidisciplinary approach to service delivery and educational

intervention which recognizes the extraordinary complexity and numeromb

dimensions ul thr problem 4ie need te encourage and support schools in

developing mulridisciplinary school-based teems co deal with the existing

crisis And currenr treatment needs ot children who have been exposed to drug

abuse peen/nil/Iv

The existine service delivery model that has evolved which is perhaps

hest sussed to addirssins the problem is one that encompasses the tangy of
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diagnostic , treat tarot and referral services that call hr made available to

children and their patents School-based clinics, with which the nation's

urban schools have had the moss experienpy and much success during the last

decade t peciallv in the areas of inioleseent pregnancy pteventIont, can be a

starting point for delivering a comprehensive range of counseling. educational

and medical services that will be required bv this poWation of school

children In Add It I on t hot normal nowt Of educat I anal And ot hey service s

t repel red lev t In avvrape heal t hv school ape chi J d drop exposed children led ii
tequIre a VailVTV of spe.:talized diagnostic servive% Thcbp Will ifichlide

sflphi..ricAted neurowoalnaAupationnl evaluation, speech and physics! therapy,

educational remediation, voc :tonal guldthiwt, zind I'Vvfl PSNchoThrTAPV

minty schools in America today Are ill.prcpritrd to dtitvpr soch servi

The. school based c it h, co., wh, rt t t Si t an be a local point withfn

t he school svst yes t it conehoet reel 1 v I Chinn I I I cat inn alai twit o:it

inte N,VTITIon. and tteatmitA programh The multidisciplinary teams workini

with the clinics need to have individuals with thy training Mid piax an

materials to addres:, n suit ittid &it issues in. ludinv learning disabilltir.

eamtional problems, nnd a host of behavioral and medical problems, all of

which bea: on the educatIonal and achievement potential of the child Most

schools and their teacher s . tioweve , zet e. out pt epated t o deal with such

children bv Integrating them Into the regular elasstnom isatenstreaming as we

like tn call it). do not have sufficiently skilled teams of teachers and other

prof b WIT Ii t he ssi itt1 I ?eel t tat tiltig T o enia, with I he. demands sooll

children make on Ohi ii xisting spirted servic s and do not have tla.

;population-specific rdtii at I otia.1 avid rd.) ro.uerinls i c 1,1c;litnte

Cleve 1 opme lit of that i I eat rip avid roi, I I
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lin/lanced Special Education

Second. special rducation programsthat vorner ot thy school curriculum

that hisrurscallv has had thr responsibility tor addressing the needs ot

children with emotional and handicaps and learning disabilitiesneed

to lir enhanced tt siArh prograas are to copy with the unique needs ot children

with drug-induced disabilities Special education teachers need to receive

spertallitd training that will enable them to meet thy special needs of

students woh atquiird disabilities related to alcohol and drug abuse, Ir is

critical that a working relationship between rehabilitation protessientals anti

special education teachers he established for each disabled student as early

in The fichooliog process AS possible Moreover . the suseerihility of special

tifUOIPM!, TV influences that tostei misuse of drugs points to thc neud to

duvelon nuw progrnms which Iorus 1.11 the prevention of drug abnse within the

eontext nt special cducatioo flt.hilv, with the inflox of dtog uxposed

Mudruis lotf, schonls, special educators will nyt.d to differentiate' students

whose difficulties stem from substance abuse and Thom- whose difficulties

arise becanst nf learning handicaps unrelated to alcohol and drugs. The

attention deficits. poor pnvehumotor skills, memory deficits, and

developmental delays that characterize both groups will make This difficult

To appropriately serve these distinct groups of ntudents. school professionals

munt differentiate between the two and design intervention strategies that art

appropriate to their respectlw nerds. Thus. rrsvarch And ptogram development

to do this art needed
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Early intervention and Prevention Education

Third, apart from addressing the current generation of children who will

come to school with impairments due to prenatal drug exposure. the federal

government must renew Ars commitsant to snd expand its efforts to educational

programs specifically designed to prevent a second generation of such children

from coping through America's schools. Oyer two decades of research and

program evaluation studies in alcohol, drug, and health education has shown

that when such programs have measurable goals and Wliectives, are grounded An

an approprtete theoretical framework. and are taught by professionally

prepared interveutton.sts, with the support of the school tn successfully

implement a program, such programs do. indeed, achieve their goals. Whet

specifically should such programs do"?

Such programs should by targeted toward identifiable high-risk children

and their families. and be apptopriate to both the level of psechosocial

development and academic achievemeta (in terms of reading level and

comprehension) of at risk children. Such programs shoold begin early in

school and foeus on the progressive development of knowledge, attitudes.

and decision-making skills that facilitate adolescents and young adults

to behave responsibly in the face of pressures from media advertising,

the entertainment industry. peer groups. and adults that place children

at risk tor drug abuse. This is especially important for adolescent

females living in urban areas tor whom the rink of pregnancy is great.

Programs designed to help adolesceot females resist engaging in the use

of drugs and unprotected sexual activity should be a high priority, as

should be treatment programs for pregnant women who are already addieted
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to drugs. Additionally, good prenatal care and early Intervention

programs which apply techniques designed to help infants n;gotiate their

environment and which facilitate the process of infant and mother

bonding should be expanded. Schools call plae an important educational

role In coopersting with other health and social services agencies at

the local level to work with young pregnant women through such program.

by providing specialized educational programming and counseling

T. Such programs should have the potential to be readily integrated as

leaintne modules within the context of existing educational programs

In must schools. programs that are readily integrated into the overall

school currIculum have been shown to have a greater chance of being

successfully implemented than those that are not

3 Such programs should be designed to take advantage of the salient

interest of at-risk children ioW the communication channels and

community settings through which they are most likely to receive

information, as identified through systematic neede assessment. New

program development efforts should take the views and perceived needs of

at-riek children Into consideration when identifying strategies and

educattonal activities designed to reach such children

4 Such programs should possess the essential aleMents of successful

echool-based health education programs, i c , be theory hosed, specify

measurable goals and ohtectives, utilirr trained educational

professionals. and include an evaluation component. Programs that

emphasize helping Young people to resist peer pressure. build eelf

colididence and self- -steem havr been shown to be especiellv tIlictive in

many areas of drug-use prevention, and could he aday.rd to eddruss the
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needs of young women who are at risk tnr dtmg abuse and pregnancy Tht

National Diffusion betwork has identified a number of national health

and drug education programs that posaess these easential elements;

however, more federal effort is needed to assist school districts and

their communities to obtain the necessary technical atisistance and

resources to adapt and implement these programs.

Such programa should extvnd beyond th w. classtoom into the workplace and

community anilines where sitrisk children. p:*.gnaid adolescents, and

their parents can ht. reached with educational programs that parallel and

reinforce so:hool-hased progr mming Programs that reach children and isdtilts

through mauls! commimitv groups. such A% churches. Youth organizations. and

voluntsity organizations. and that utilize peers and involve parents who can

help pies nt intormation. should also he developed and eniouraged.

Specialized Teacher Preparation and Training

l'onurh. readier prepalarion instttuvions need to he supported ro develop

and tmplearent specislired reacher preparation and training dratoined to

talinitar17r teachers with the speriol oducatronal needs and appropriate

edneartonal techniques snd strategies to address the needs of such rhIldren

At Teachers College. fur example. we have instituted a number of sPecia/

courses and workshops designed to equip pre-service as well as in-service

teachers with alcohol and drug and health education strategies that ran he

used in the classroom In addition, ptogram training materials for educators

working in sehonla and othut community settings ate desperately needed Thus .

teacher preparation needs to provide educator% w1th the requisite
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understanding , taco Iva, 3 on , /Joel skills to %mill fluent programr with f I /hi it and

rtfurtiveness.

Fedcrol Inittattvc to Support of Such Efforts

Fi nal I v , let ine I:AV a few words about what i t wi I require In

opera t lona) ze what we already know ran work in school s and the ot her

communt t v sett trigs Ac tiqi Consaat ter s *del I altIlre MOW' IOUs pol Iry opt I ems

arr available, hut at varvinr costs, political feasibility, and / eyel of

aortal boort ii Al. %vr 1 I t he pol try issue bet ore i he Conan t t yr Is how

tnsl. to enricgt and coypu, t hoots and t ratchet s In employ strategies To

int t-rvi-nt, in 1 he cycle oi poyet t v egnancy and drug ainise . while at OD

Sogre ttor ensuring That policy alternatives from which we choose are fiscally

I t sponsi tale ptac I nl and have a chiowe t o work in t lIt context of t hi

economic and pol IT teal real t t, fjttn g, America s schools . whether they he

urban 143.'rI T he nerd is perhaps great est , in the suburban and t oral

cammtanit i ot this country in adri r ion, any prescri pt a on t or educat 1 on/0

intervention oust he Frnunded 3n a politi al roMiefleitis shout what it is we otu

attempt ing, achieve and how much we are will ing, to pay Thus, designing and

delivering t he range of edurat lanai and sDcial sr rvirea tor drug-exposed yout h

sod Iheli f ami I ies I have described present s some f [addable challenges as

wf'l I as opport on/ T %us f or scho,,I a and f or f ede cal and state government

As an ini t ial s t I,p I st Two.) y encourage The Comsat t tee to consider

re tovenat i or and empower, ne, anew what used t o be cal I pci t he Of f ice of

t:osiorehensi ye School Heal th in the Dr parttaPtit ot ',Aural- Am to rtive as Ow

W., Wi lb pol I a-v alit 13(31 its and admirti st rat t er over s I ght I or coord not I rip, a
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systesatic rttort to identify through the National Diffusion Network existing

prevention education programs that have demonstrated success. This office

could play an important clearinghouse role in providing technical assistance

and limited grant support to communities where the need is greatest, and have

the responsibility for encouraging the dissemiration and monitoring of program

implementation with state offices of education

In addition, should a categorical program. containing monies that have

been earmarked and set aside for such students, by set up to support these

efforts on the behalf of such students? In the short run, yes, in the long

run, no We need an Aolusion of monies in rhy short run to build the

knowledge and information base through additional research, to build or

enhance effective models of intervention, and to train and retrain leaders in

education and other prolessionals to address the problem. We need the

infusion of monies in the short run if we are to provide in thy long run the

access to the variety of services and resources that knowledgeable people in

schools and communities will require to address this problem on a continuing

basis. The aim of our short-run categorical effort should therefore be to re

make the total environment of the drug-exposed child, rather than to establish

a permanent narrow cateogry of finaneial aid for operating programs

This federal involvement should provide for intentives and support to

communities and school systems, including initial funds to establish s-hool,

community coalitions and private sector initiatives to establish the necessary

school-based programs designed to meet the need. This funding, designed to

seed program efforts in schools, might be authorized for between three and

five years A condition of the awards would require that communities devise a

plan be which they would undertake ownership of the funding of such activities
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by the end of a five.year sunset period This approach has been successfully

demonstrated in an increasing number of federal efforts designed to encourage

communities in community risk reduction and other educational efforts, and

could be a good alternative to est.lblishing new and costly categorical

progress

Cone l us on

Ltt at , conclude by saving that. happily, I think the public is eager to

support ellorts to address t' Is problem. and, if vou look at the results of

the recent (;allup Poll of the public's attitudes toward schools. Jr is clear

that of all the Administration's national goals for education. rendering

America's schools tree of drugs and violence reeetves the greatest support by

citizens across tht, nation, and vet it is the goal they believe will be most

difficult to accomplish. We are moving in the right direction. Those of us

in schools and in the education profession 'stand ready to be partners with

federal and state government in working to help drugexposed children to

achieve their educational potential Milch work needs to be done. I and NY

colleagues at Teschets College eagerly look forward to working with you in the

months ahead

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for your consideration

49-403 - 91 - 3 65
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Mr. RANGEL. Mike, on that closing note, I was going to really try
to wait until we all finish before I started raising questions, so
maybe I would raise the question and ask you to think about it and
then give the answer during the discussion.

I went to a so-called netional law school, and what does that
mean? It meant that it attracted students from all over the country
and prepared them to go back to their States and then find out
about the law in their States.

It meant I had to prepare for the bar the same way you just de-
scribed; take a crash course in order to pass it.

Now we're dealing with a problem that, even though it's national
in nature, you don't really have to be an expert to identify the
communities which have more than their share of this particular
problem.

So the question has to be, how do you prepare teachers to be na-
tional teachers when they need a special type of training?

Now, there's a lot of discussion about African-American schools
and Afro-centrics and a variety of other things. But I think basical-
ly what people are screaming out for are additional resources to
better prepare the teacher to educate that child. And you can call
it what you want in the cityblack, Hispanic.

But they're saying that we cannot take the mold of colleges that
train teachers and just pump them out and then have this teacher
from Anywhere, USA, come to Harlem and say, good morning, stu-
dents. You know, she may get cursed out and that may be their
way of saying, good morningyou know, depending on how they
were greeted when they got home from school.

My question is, if you're looking for national leadership, where
would I go to find out where are the national leaders in education?

In other words, we will pass out a bill that the committee put
togethernone of us are experts; it's an outline of a bill.

But the truth of the matter is, it would just seem to me that if I
were a doctor and saw people dying and nobody seemed to be re-
sponding to the epidemic, that I'd go to a conference of doctors and
scream out and say, we've got to alert our nation as to what's going
onas Beny Primm tried to do and no one listened.

So billions of dollars are now being poured into research but we
cannot catch up with the problem as much as we would want.

Now we have educators seeing what is happening with the stu-
dents getting burnt out. They are seeing the dropout rate, seeing
what happens to the kids that drop out, and saying that the Feder-
al Government should do something.

I wish desperately that we had a Democratic President so that
when I knocked him or her, people would know it's not a nr-rsan
effort.

But we are motivated in this Congress and guided simply by
budget restraintnothing more or less. Even the authorizing com-
mittees that have the hearings and specialize in subject matters
are directed by the appropriations committee and budget restric-
tions.

So when the President of the United States says that he wants to
be the education President, I just have to go to sleep believing that
presidents of colleges that produce teachers agree that he's going to
5e the education President; or thkit the National Educr n ,Associa-
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tion people would say, wow, isn't this great, we've finally got an
education President. And that teachers all over the country would
say, it's our time in the Sun, things will never be this good again
because we've got an education President. And Members of Con-
gress would say, support the President because this is really what
we've needed for so long and we're fmally getting it.

Instead, I got a red pamphlet from the President telling me that
they're trying to decide what we're going to need in the year 2000
in terms of education.

Mike, this isn't a question of black schools or schools for addicts
or schools for poor kids. It's a question of survival of black folks in
this country. It's a question of whether our kids are going to end
up dead, shot, addicted, in jail, or cut off completely from the
American dream. Even if they don't fall in the above category, the
kids hear optimistic speeches and say to themselves, they're not
talking about me.

So, therefore, when we do get together we can't talk about any
national programs because the whole Nation isn't being hit with
the same severity as a certain segment of the population. We're
going to need you and also Bob Mem and Al Shenker and back
home, Sandy Feldman, to mobilize those people. They have the
same professional standards to say, this is what's hit my profession,
this has happened on my watch. And whether you're a mayor, or a
Governor, or a President, we don't care what happens, but don't
tell us about a budget when, indeed, this is an emergency.

You should know that the President has declared, and the Con-
gress has concurred, that the Persian Gulf was an "emergency"
budget restrictions don't apply.

The savings and loans crisis is an "emergency." The budget
doesn't apply.

Now I challenge anyone to tell me what is more of an emergency
than this. The same way when Beny Primm was talking about the
AIDS epidemic, if we had moved then, would we not have been
saving money? Would we not have protected the national security
and the budget?

So whether we do it after this panel or whether you can scratch
out some notes as to where we go, I want you to know that prepar-
ing legislative outlines might be good for our press releases but
until we can get that head of steam, where someone can say that
this has to be treated differently because it is a national emergen-
cy, nothing is going to happen.

This educational Fdan is what the President is so proud of, writ-
ten by an outstanding Secretary of Education. So what do you
have? You have an outstanding Secretary of Education and a man
who wants to be remembered as the education President. And
we've got a booklet here, "America 2000: An Education Strategy,"
which is supposed to outline the direction and the goals which
every community in America should be trying to achieve.

The reason why this language is used is because it is an accepted
factand Bill Faxon here is a personal friend of the President so
feel free to challenge anythingit's an accepted fact that the Fed-
eral Government's role is not to get involved in these types of prob-
lems.
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So that's one thing we're going to have to overcome, that the
President and the Secretary truly believe that this is the extent of
the national mandate. And what we do will be in the areas of
higher education. But don't talk to us about lower education be-
cause that's local school board responsibility.

I think we have to shadow that to say that, as Beny's department
has moved forward now, what's the budget for drug addict treat-
ment? Eleven billion?

Dr. Penns. Approximately $11 billion.
Mr. RANGEL. Eleven billion bucks. And still they would say it's a

local responsibility, where the funds go now to the States, because
we don't have the national treatment programs. He's here to try to
perfect that, to have accountability.

So I'm saying that if the panelists truly believe that this is not
just a local problem but that a national response is necessary,
we're going to have to fashion how that is going to be presented to
the Federal Government, and it's not going to be presented by pass-
ing resolutions.

It's going to have to be done with political strength by experts so
that every Member of Congress would know that in addition to
tenure, pensions, and salaries, that the elected officials know that
curriculum, resources, and the ability to produce kids that can
learn and move forward, graduate, and mak.e a contribution is so
important that their ability to get reelected will be jeopardized if
they don't respond.

Anything short of that will allow us to put out any release that
we want without fear of being challenged. And we're in the process
of getting our release out now. So we need help.

Adding to the dialog will be Bob Chase, who is the vice president
of the National Education Association. He has personally been in-
volved as a fighter in improving the quality of education himself
and now has brought those talents to the national level. He serves
on the advisory committee of Future Educators of America as well
as the board of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education.

So, Bob, it's not as though we expect answers from you to these
issues but we do hope that we can expect your participation as we
come back together to collectively develop a strategy to support the
President's ambition to become the education President.

Robert Chase.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CHASE

Mr. CHASE. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Before I share some thoughts with you, let me react a little bit to

your comments. If I overstep my bounds, it probably won't be the
first time, as Mike knows.

Let me just indicate that since 1983, those of us in education
have kind of thought that this was our time in the Sun. Unfortu-
nately, the Sun has been shining for a long time now-8 years.
And unlike what is usually the case, it has not assisted us as we
would like to be assisted in making sure that educational opportu-
nities for all of our kids grow as is oftentimes the case when things
do get that kind of Sun.
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We would be only too happy to be of any assistance that we
could be in helping you achieve your goals because I think they are
the same as ours.

Let me also just in somewhat of an oblique reference, perhaps,
indicate that not only do we have folks who claim that they wish to
be known as the education President, but we also have folks who
claim that they wish to be known as education Governors, and dare
I say, Congress people and Senators. And other than make those
claims and make those wonderful speeches, there are too fewtoo
fewwho go beyond that and provide the necessary leadership and
the necessary courage as you have done to assist in achieving that
goal.

So, hopefully, all of us working together will be able to help
those folks achieve the stated goal of being the education whatever
that might be.

To get on to the subject at hand, I guess it's inconceivable that at
one timeif we look back maybe 10 or 15 years for us to be
able to think that we'd be faced with a problem tor; magnitude
and dilemma that we're currently faced with, that we would see
children who would be born of parents and women who were ad-
dicted to drugs, and that the physical problems, intellectual prob-
lems, emotional problems, social problems, that are in fact concom-
itant with that kind of a situation, would be anywhere near as
great as they are today.

We've heard of the programs that exist from some of the previ-
ous speakers, obviously excellent programs that are doing an enor-
mous amount of work. But as Mike Timpane said, unfortunately,
these are isolated. And they don't reach anywhere near the
number of kids that need to be reached. When young people arrive
at our school doors with these kinds of problems, we cannot hope
even hopethat our schools can achieve what's necessary for all of
these kids if they're going to be doing it alone. It's much, much
broader than that.

This past July, at the NEA's Representative Assembly, our dele-
gates adopted e number of principles to help guide Federal, State,
and local agencies in developing policies and programs to meet the
needs of alcohol- and drug-exposed children.

I have included those principles and additional comments in the
prepared statements that we submitted to you.

But allow me to share with you some of what our schools need to
assist these children. We must develop, and dare I say the "r.
wordfundappropriate educational programs for alcohol- and
drug-exposed children.

Educating children is expensive. Children with disabilities repre-
sent 1 out of every 10 in our public schools. Our programs to serve
them require $1 out of every $5 spent for public education. Federal
assistance for such programs amounts to only 4 percent of the total
cost.

The complex problems associated with drug- and alcohol-exposed
children are in some instances unique, and as has been said by pre-
vious panelists, additional research in effective ways to overcome
these disabilities is really essential; we believe this to be an appro-
priate role for the Federal Government.
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Such research could become the bases for curriculum, methodolo-
gy, guidance programs and other programs which could be dissemi-
nated through both printed material, in-service programs, pre-
service programs, community development programs, and the like.

Teachers and other school staff will need access to quality in-
service programsquality in-service programs related to these
needs, and both children and school staffs will need access to coun-
seling on an ongoing basis.

It is possible that some chapter 2 block grant funds could be
made available for these purposes, just as block grant funds are
presently used for other types of in-service education.

And yet, we hesitate to say that becausc the Department of Edu-
cation and Congress itself continues to add their list of purposes for
which chapter 2 funds can and should be used, while at the same
time, appropriations for block grants decline.

Congress is considering new legislation to enhance teacher educa-
tion, including the proposed teacher academies, and these could
serve as the locus for continuing education and program develop-
ment to meet these important training needs.

Additional State and Federal resources should be provided to es-
tablish programs for early identification and appropriate interven-
tion. Courts, hospitals, community service agencies, and schools
must work together to address the complex physical, developmen-
tal, economic and social conditions that affect these children.

We urge Congress to consider legislation that would provide re-
sources and technical assistance to communities in order to en-
hance coordination by improving communication.

Low adult/student ratios should be supported in all classroom
settings with an enrollment of alcohol- and/or drug-exposed youth.

Ironically, schools and communities that are most likely to enroll
drug-exposed students frequently have the highest class size. And
with the economic situations that many school districts are facing
today, these class sizes are becoming larger and larger and larger,
so that the individual attention and needs of these students just
physically cannot be met.

Drug-exposed children need 1-on-1 interaction to advance aca-
demic developmental and social skills goals. They also need to be
exposed to caring adults as positive role models, especially since all
too often they don't have these at home.

Finally, while NEA supports drug education and enforcement,
our society has not paid sufficient attention to. or provided ade-
quate resources to, drug treatment. For those (already chemically
dependent, education, in many respects, is too late, and enforce-
ment without treatment is too little.

Congress must support programs to assist women who use alco-
hol and/or drugs during pregnancy, including treatment, job train-
ing, and education, when appropriate; and parental and family life
education.

Such programs can be effective, only with the support of families
and others at the local level. But the Federal Government can and
should provide resources and technical assistance to assure access
to appropriate services.
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We appreciate this committee's leadership M identifying the
needs and coming up with the solutions in this area. And as I indi-
cated to you, we're not only willing, but anxious to be of assistance.

Let me digress for a second and just talk with you a bit from a
teacher's point of view and also from the point of view of just being
a person in this country.

We have long, long said that we are a Nation that loves and
cares for its children. Congressman, I say to you, we've not dam
very much about that.

The statistics affecting our children in this country are in fact a
national disgrace. I believe that it takes national leadership, not
just from Congress, not just from the administration, but from all
of us who are involved in any way, to turn this around and eradi-
cate this scourge.

We in schools cannot do what is being asked of us to do by our-
selves. We cannot do it when resources are constantly being cut
back. We cannot do it and deal with the other problems that are
being placed upon us daily. It must be a community effort; an
effort put into place by all of the people in this room who in fact
have a concern. Mr. Timpane is absolutely right.

The Federal Government needs to open up its programs. And
State, and local governments need to do the same. And there needs
to be a coordination of effort There need to be systemic changes,
not only in our schools, but in the way all agencies that relate to
children work.

We can sit around and we can talk about it, but unless we're
willing to do something about it, unless we're willing to do some-
thing about it in a way that's going to make a differencethen I'm
not sure where our place in history will be, but I don't believe it
will be very high.

I happen to believe that if the Federal Government wants to do
something, that it can do it. I think you've given us some examples
in your earlier comments. If Federal, State, and local governments
want to take care of the needs of our children, together we can do
it. But it's going to take some risks and it's going to take some po-
litical courage, and some courage on the part of us who are in the
educational field and the health field, and all of the helping profes-
sions. And it's also going to take some courage on the part of the
business community to step forward and do what's right.

Hopefully, with your leadership and the leadership of the folks
on this dais, we will in fact be able to move forward and make
those differences and make those changes for the sake of our kids.

Thank you.
[The statement of Robert Chase follows:]
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Mt. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I as Bob Chase. vice president of the National

Education Association which represents more than 2 million

professional and support education employees in the nation's

elementary, secondary, vocational, and postsecondary

schools. I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you

about an acute problem facing our nation and our schools:

the growing numbers of children entering school who were

born exposed to drugs or alcohol before birth.

It has been common knowledge for many years that

children who are exposed to alcohol, tobacco, and/or other

legal or illicit drugs are at a developmental disadvantage.

Infants who have been exposed to alcohol or tobacco in the

womb are more likely to be premature or underweight at birth

and to exhibit a variety of health effects related to

insufficient oxygen.

Such affected children have presented a challenge to

both health care providers and the schools for many years.

Our society can hope to reduce behavior-based risks to

infants and children with education, public awareness, and

proper prenatal care and counseling programs. Education nd

counseling are designed to appeal to understanding and the

innate concern a mother has for a child. Sadly, they are of

limited effectiveness in addressing a pernicious and growing

problem -- the victimization of infants and children whose

parents are addicted to crack, cocaine, and other dangerous

drugs.
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For most of us, the idea that a woman would conceive

and carry a child while addicted to drugs is almost

incomprehensible. The emergence of crack cocaine on the

streets of America in recent years has forced us as a

society to rethink what is possible and what is not. The

availability and highly addictive nature of crack

dramatically alters nearly every aspect of the lives and

communities it touches: their safety, economy, health, and

mores. Teenage children become the de facto heads of

households because they are the principle source of income

foe the family. Mothers sell their food stamps, literally

taking food out of the mouths of their children, to pay for

their drug habit. Families leave the door open to any one

at any hour who has something to sell, to buy, or to smoke.

As one consequence, children who are affected by the

drug addiction of their mother or father face more than

physical problems. They are affected by a set of

circumstances that hampers every aspect of their

intellectual, emotional, and social development -- not only

in the womb but, for many, every day of their lives.

Moreover, crack addiction is not simply a drug problem.

Addiction contributes to the disintegration ef families,

neglect and abuse. Crack addiction is linked with

promiscuity -- both as women trade sex for drugs and because

crack is said to heighten sexual desire. Children born to

crack-addicted mothers are frequently infected with

syphilis, AIDS, hepatitis, or other diseases; they may have

7S
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been exposed to a multitude of drugs in the womb; and they

may have also suffered from malnutrition. Once born, they

are likely to be victims of abuse and/or neglect. Even in

the best of circumstances, their parents or other caregivers

are likely to have a limited ability to deal with the

intellectual challinges these children present because of

their physical, emotional, and intellectual condition.

Children exposed to alcohol and/or drugs before birth

have taxed the resources of the medical and social services

communities for many years. Drug-exposed children are

frequently born in a crisis, as a result of premature birth,

hypertension of the nother, or distress of the infant. Once

born, they require sustained and espensive treatment in an

"ort to overcome physical problems connected to poor

prenatal care and even drug withdrawal.

Eatimates of how many children are affected by this

complex set of problems vary widely, from a low of 30,000 a

year to as high as 375,000, the estimate projected by the

National Association for Prenatal Addiction Research and

Education. In either case, it is clear from both anecdotal

and statistical evidence that they are entering our nation's

schools in growing numbers.

America's publi': schools already face a set of daunting

challenges resulting from Soci3i and economic conditions in

our country. And while NEA has always supported access to

public schools for all children, regardless of disabtlity,

it should go without saying that educating children with
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physical or learning disabilities is very expensive.

Elementary and secondary st4dents with disabilities

represent approximately 11 percent of total enrollment, but

programs to serve such students require about 18 percent of

the total resources for public education. Drug-exposed

babies who are coming of school age generally have multiple

disabilities.

In recognition of the growing need for programs to

assist such children, the KEA Representative Assembly this

pest July adopted a number of principles to help guide

fedral, state, and local agencies in developing policies

and programs to meet the needs of alcohol and/or drug-

exposed children.

o State departments of edUcation should be encouraged to

identify, develop, and provide, with full funding,

appropriate edMcational prograaa for alcohol- and/or

drug-esr.owd youth.

While pony drug- and alcohol-exposed youth exhibit the

same type of physical and behavioral problems as other

children with disabilities, the complex of problems aro in

some instances unique. AdditAonal research in effective

ways to overcoming these disabilities is an essential and

appropriate role for the federal government. Such research

could then become the basis for curriculum, methodology, and
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guidance which could be disseminatei through both printed

materials and inservice education programs.

Clearly, as the problems associated with alcohol- and

drug-exposed children worsen, as trends indicate they will,

teachers and other school staff will need access to quality

inservice education. Moreover, both the children and school

staffs will need access to counseling on an ongoing basis.

It is possible that some Chapter 2 block grant funds

could be made available for these purposes, just as block

grant funds are presently used for other types of inservice

education. And yet, the Department of Education and

Congress itself continue to add to the list of purposes for

which Chapter 2 funds can and should be used, even while

appropriations for block grants decline.

Congress is considering new legislation to enhance

teacher education, including the proposed teacher academies,

and these could serve as the locus for continuing education

and program development.

Each state should be encouraged to fund and make

available in all school districts preschool programs

that allow for early identification of alcohol- and/or

drug-exposed youth and appropriate intervention

strategies.

S I
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A. with any other disabling condition, alcohol- and

drug-exposed youth benefit from early identification and

intervention. Sadly, many of these affected children do not

oven have access to a basic, stable, nurturing home

environment, much less the extraordinary remedial

environment that would help compensate for the circumstances

of their birth.

At present, federally funded community-based programs,

such as Head Start, are designed to help identify the

developmental needs of preschool children. Out only about

one of every five eligible children has access to Head Start

because of limited resources devoted to the program.

Moreover, many families do not take the initiative to enter

their children into Head Start or other available programs

that would help identify and assist such affected children.

courts, hospitals, community service agencies, and

schools must develop better strategies for working

cooperatives to address the complex of physical,

developmental, economic, and social conditions that affects

these children. We urge Congress to consider legislation

that would provide resources and technical assistance to

communities to enhance coordination by improving

communication.

Coordinated, commvnity-based strategies for serving

disabled children and students can help assure that children

get the comprehensive and sustained assistance they need to

be successful in school and in life. At the same time,

2
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coordination can lead to crpt -savings by eliminating

duplication.

Low adUlt/student ratios should be supported in all

classroom settings with an enrollment of alcohol-

and/or drug-exposed youth.

One of the most essential ingredients in addressing

children with serious obstacles to success in schools is the

ability to provide substantial time ad attention to the

individual child's needs. Ironically, schools in

communities that ere most Moly to enroll drug-exposed

students frequently have the highest class size. In many

school districts class size in the elementary grades is as

high as 35 or 40 students per teach..,r.

Class rize reduction is an essential element of any

effective strategy to improve opportunities fcv drug-exposed

children. Students with the kind of developmental

deficiencies caused by exposure to drugs in utero will need

significant, time-consusing assistance to keep pace wit

their peers. When behavioral problems exist, teachers must

devote considerable amounts of time on socia) skills,

ircluding conduct and interaction. Moreover, since many of

these children eontinue to live with parents who are

chemically dependent, they need the support of caring

adults, including the teacher and/or other school staff.
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Alternative treatment programs for all chemically

dependent pregnant women, with services provided on a

graduated fee 4chedule, should be made available.

Since 1985, the federal emphasis on the drug problem

has been on education and interdiction. NEA believes these

are two important elements in stemming the tide of drug

abuse in this country. And yet, too little attention has

been focused on the need for drug treatment programs.

Moreover, treatment facilities for cocaine addiction and for

pregnant women limits access even further.

A 1989 survey of selected hospitals, released by the

House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

found that in Boston only 30 residential drug treatment

slots were available in the entire city, while 300 mothers

in a single hospital were cocaine users. The same study

found that the waiting period for drug treatment in 1,:.4

Angeles was reportedly 10 to 16 weeks.

While cocaine addiction generally has a higher

recidivism rate than heroin or alcohol dependency,

experimente with the use of antidepressant drugs are

considered promising by researchers in the field.

Admittedly, drug treatment does not have the political

appeal of drug education and enforcement. Nevertheless, it

is essential. For those addicted or dependent on drugs,

education is too late and enforcement -- without treat', nt -

- is too little.

S 4
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o Punitive seesures against women who use alcohol and/or

drugs dUring pregnancy should be opposed, and

counseling and parent education should be provided.

To some extent, our society has turned morality on its

head. Many of us were brought up to believe, ',Hate the sin,

but love the sinner." And yet, when it comes to drugs, our

society seems to love the sin and hate the sinner.

Television, movies, and other media glorify the fast life of

drugs. Indeed, for young children able to make hundreds or

thousands of dollars a night selling crack or other drugs,

the drug culture does seem to be the path to economic

success. And yet, when individuals fall victim to drugs or

other chemicals, they are treated as criminals and pariahs.

Congress must support programs to assist women who use

alcohol and/or drugs during pregnancy, including aasuring

access to treatment, helping with job training and education

when appropriate, and providing parental and family life

education to help them turn their lives around. Such

programs can be effective only with the support of families

or others in the community, but the federal government can

provide resources and technical assistance to assure

individuals have access to drug treatment, job training and

education, child care, and other appropriate services.

S 5
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o State departments of education should develop a

curriculum for students of child-bearing age that

includes information on the high risk involved in using

alcvotol and/or drugs during pregnancy.

NEA has long supported drug education programs as

a cost-effective means of drug prevention. The Drug-Free

Schools and Communities Act has provided considerable,

resources over the past five years to assist in developing

materials, inservice education, public awareness, and other

programs. And yet, drug education must be an ongoing

effort, as all education programs are, as long as drugs are

available. We support special efforts to deal with high-

risk groups, including pre-teen and teenage youth, so they

have a f.171 awareness of the harmful affects of drug- and

alcohol abuse on their children, as well as themselves.

Ws recognize that any drug program -- preventative or

remedial -- is at heart an individual, a family, and a

community program. Sadly, it is individuals, families, and

communities who are most economically disadvantaged who are

most at risk of the drug culture and its corollary problems.

We appreciate this committee's leadership in bringing

attention to the needs and solutions in this area. And we

pledge to work with you to gain -- not only attention -- but

wide congressional and public support for effective drug

prevention and treatment programs, and for education

bb
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programs that meet the needs of these unwitting victims of

the scourge of crack cocaine.

Thank you.
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Mr. RANGEL Thank you, Bob, for that very moving testimony.
I hope that all of you on this panel would have some names of

wwle that you would want to attend a closed door conference, per-
haps in this room, with the Secretary of Education, and whoever
else Dr. Primm might see fit.

We do have the economists and the educators before the Ways
and Means Committee that have tottified time and time again that
we have to do more in education. And they're saying it from a self-
serving polition that they cannot be the producers and the export-
ers unless we do more in education.

So we will be able to provide a closed-door conference with na-
tional business leaders. We will be able to provide the national ad-
ministration leaders.

But in your different disciplines, write down the names of the
wople that you would like to see invited to a no-press, no-press re-
lease, closed door type of roundtable discussion that would prob-
ably take place in this room. Because it could very well be that this
crack baby epidemic might be what we truly need to capture the
imagination of people.

And if Mike Timpane is right that the polls are indicating that
America is aware of this crisis that we're having in our classroom,
then perhaps this will shatter the political obstacles that many of
us face. I know I can get more policemen than teachers. I can get
more jails than schools. I can get more support for the death penal-
ty than for life-saving equipment at Harlem Hospital.

So what we have to do is turn that around. And with business
people who know that they need better than what we're producing,
with educators who know that they need political clout to get what
they need to work withwith our medical profession showing that
it costs less to prevent illness than to cure it.

I'm convinced that the Administration is sincere in trying to
obtain these goals. And once they admit the problems that we face
as a nation, then the question about our partnership would have to
be worked out.

But if Mike Timpane can come here with his candor, coming
from the school that has gained an international reputation, and
said that he had to bone up for the hearing, then clearly the na-
tional leaders in education that have problems going far beyond
what he is talking about, need the type of expertise that these pan-
elists have brought.

So whether we're talking about teachers, principals, school board
leaders, associations, or whatever, write down who you think might
make a contribution toward the discussion in assisting the Admin-
istration to move forward.

I agree with you, we will take on the National Governors' Con-
ference. We will get in touch with Ray Flynn from the Conference
of Mayors. We would ask them to send to us, not only the mayor
that seems to be the best prepared to articulate the concern, but
also the educator from the cities and States that can best articulate
the need.

I can assure you that we will have someone from Darman's office
to talk about cost as we have people talk about the cost of doing
nothing, so that he can understand in economic terms that we're
talking about saving money and not busting budgets.

Es
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This could be one of the most exciting things that Bill Paxon and
I have been involved in because it will take more than legislation;
it will take building up a groundswell of support. And if those polls
are right, it will not be nearly as difficult as we have thought

And now, from the Administration, Dr. Elaine Johnson, who has
worked before with this committee. Dr. Johnson has worked as the
director of the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention since 1988,
and has been deputy director of the National Institute of Drug
Abuse; and she was responsible for directing many of NIDA's drug
treatment programs in the 1970's and the early 1980's; and certain-
ly has been someone committed personally and professionally to
try to find solutions to these problems.

So, Dr. Johnson, I hope you, too, might think of the people in the
Administration that we in the Congress can invite to listen to the
pleas of those in and out of the Administration thit have to work
together if we're going to find rmy answers to the complex prob-
lems we're facing.

You've always been there when we needed you and thai.7., you
for responding once again.

Dr. JOHNSON.

STATEMENT OF ELAINE M. JOHNSON

Dr JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning. I
certainly will be very happy to participate with my colleague, Dr.
Beny Primm, in helping to identify people, especially in govern-
ment, that can participate in that forum.

I am further delighted to have the opportunity of participating
again in the annual Congressional Black Caucus weekend program.

I appear before you today to talk on the vital issue of drug-ex-
posed children, a problem which is having a serious impact on
many segments of our society, particularly on our health care and
educational systems, as many of our presenters have already indi-
cated.

As director of the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention, I have
witnessed firsthand the devastating effects of alcohol and other
drugs on children born to substance-abusing parents.

I would like to present to you today information that will, hope-
r-lly, add to your understanding of the issue and describe OSAP's

Is to combat this tragic aspect of America's continuing drug

OSAP's main goal in addressing the issue of drug-exposed infants
is to promote effective prevention, early intervention, and treat-
ment efforts that provide women of child-bearing age the necessary
support and knowledge to maximize their opportunity to haio
drug-free children.

Second, for those children who have treen drug-exposed, our goal
is to develop effective comprehensive programs addressing the
needs in the early stages of development with a view toward help-
ing these youngsters develop healthy and productive lives.

It is through this comprehensive approach of balanced preven-
tion and treatment activities that we believe there will be the
greatest progress.
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With the creation of OSAP in 1986 und the establishment of the
High-Risk Youth Demonstration Grant I% ogram, OSAP began to
address the critical issue of drug-exposed children. Children of sub-
stance abusers and youths under the ar of 21 who become preg-
nant are included as categories of high-risk youth. Programs such
as the one formerly directed by Dr. nimm in New York City re-
ceive funding under this program.

Due to the fact that children of substance abusers face multiple
problems, OSAP has sought from the very beginning to fund pro-
grams that provide youths with a set of comprehensive services to
address their numerous needs.

In 1988, OSAP was authorized to initiate a demonstration pro-
gram for Pregnant and Postpartum Women and Their Infants. Tfie
purpose of this program is to demonstrate tF effectiveness of
model projects for this population. The projects are family-oriented
service programs, intended to act as models for future replication.

OSAP'r programs in this area provide for various interventions,
including comprehensive prenatal services, drug counseling, HIV
education and screening, followup and tracking after delivery to
make sure that the mother keeps her clinic appointments and her
child's appointments, and followup for the infant, including devel-
opmental assessments and referml to special services.

Other current strategies being tested in the program include
training to improve parent-child bonding, enhancing of parenting
skills to assist parents to better deal with drug-exposed children,
screening of pregnant women for past and present alcohol and
other drug use, and developing innovative methods of outreach to
identify and recruit the target populations for services, preferably
in the early stages of pregnancy.

For example, staff of OSAP-funded projects attend block associa-
tion meetings, canvas public housing sites, set up information
tables during rent payment times, and network with other agencies
that have contact with pregnant women.

The first awards under the pregnancy program were made in
September of 1989. In fact, this committee is familiar with one of
our grantees, Dr. Charlie Knight, from testimony at your last hear-
ing on this subject and again today.

Vay the end of fiscal year 1991, we expect to have 131 Pregnant
and Postpartum Women and Their Infants projects operational.

Aside from these two major demonstration grant programs that
deal directly with pregnant women and their infants and children
living in high-risk environments, OSAP has recently embarked on
another effort which we feel will have a tremendous impact in the
field of perinatal addiction prevention.

A few weeks ago, Secretary Sullivan, of the Department of
Health and Human Services, formally announced the establish-
ment of OSAP's ? ational Perinatal Addiction Prevention and
Technical Assistance Resource Center. Under a $5 million per year
contract, the Resource Center will focus on improving the quality
of health, education and social services being offered to pregnant
women, new mothers and their children.

I would also like to mention OSAP's first Issue Forum, held last
November, which focused on drug-exposed children aged 2 to 5.
OSAP addressed this topic beCause early findings had indicated
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that drug-exposed toddlers may need a significant degree of special
care to help them physically and psychologically prepare to enter
the public school system of this Nation.

I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that OSAP has taken seriously
its role in responding to the congressional mandate to design and
implement programs for children and others at risk for substance
abuse. (BAN ongoing prevention activities reflect a commitment
to meeting the needs of this population in a very aggressive
manner. We will continue to expand and enhance our agreements
with appropriate Federal offices that will help achieve a well-bal-
anced Federal program.

We know that children born drug-exposed are treatable and
teachable. We also realize that comprehensive prevention and
treatment efforts which address a variety of social problems con-
tributing to substance abuse are the key in achieving drug-free
births.

Thank you again. Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity of appear-
ing today, and I look forward to our discussion following this morn-
ing's panel presentation.

[The statement of Dr. Johnson follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Momhvr!, q the !;v1ect Cummittee:

I am pleased to testify before you today on the vital issue of

drug-exposed children, a problem which is already having a

serious impact on many segments of our society, particularly on

our health care and educational systems. A. Director of the

Office for Substance Abuse Prevention (OSAP) in the Alcohol, Drug

Abuse and Ment....l Health Administration, I have witnessed first-

hand the devastating effects of alcohol and other drugs on

children born to substance abusing parents. I would like to

present to you today information that will promote an

understanding of the issue and describe OSAP's effort,: to combat

this tragic aspect of Americas continuing drug abuse problem.

OSAP's main goal in addressing the ASNUP of drug-exposed infants

is to promote effective prevention, cary intervention, and

treatment efforts that provide women of childbearing age the

necessary support and knowledge to maximi7e their opportunity to

have drug-free children. Secondly, for those children who have

been drug-exposed, our goal is to develop effective comprehensive

programs addressing their needs in the early stages ot

development with a view toward preventing dependence or

involvement with drugs later in lite. It is through this

comprehensive approach of balanced prevention and trr.tment

activities that we helieve there will te the greatest. progress.

9 3
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With the creation of OfIAP in 1986 and the establishment of the

High-Risk Youth Demonstration Grant Program. OSAP began to

address the critical issue of drug-exposed children. Children of

substance abusers and youth under the age of 21 who become

pregnant are included as categories of high-risk youth. Children

of substance abusers are one of the highest risk groups for

substance abuse. Studies have found that offspring of alcoholic

parents often exhibit cognitive and interpersonal problems as

children and also have shown that p ,.ents and siblings use of

illicit drugs increases a youth's risk of alcohol and other drug

use.

Due to the fact that chilk'ren of sub!.tance abusers lace multiele

problems, OSAP has sought from the beuinning to fund programs

that target youth with multiple risk factors, and propose

comprehensive, multilevel preven!ion/intervention strategies that

address clearly specified rink factorn. Some of the risk factors

that ()MP's High-Risk Youth grantees are ecncer!;od with include

failing academic performance, parents who present poor role

models, gangs operating in schools, lack of radaltance abuse and

health Information curriculum .n nchooln, and lack of pride and

responsibility for the neighborhood or local community.

Sfrategle!; and interventions ut 1$ee,1 t y q rantees to deal with

these risk facturs and increase rei-iliency factors might include

Ot I" I I Irpt (aye ! : : ¶ grAirw.
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parental skill buildino in commlimicaticn:: ond itine;

cultural enrichment programs; mentoring; vo,:ational Warming And

guidance; instituting substance abusn and health curriculum in

schools, including AIDS prevention; and after school and school

associated clubs, sports, games, and iecrertion to increase

school bonding.

Another important component of our High-Risk Youth program, as

well as our Pregnant and Pcmtpartum Wumen and Their Infants

Program discussed below, in a rigorous evaluation. The purpose

of the evaluation is to assist programs in discarding ineffective

strategies and pursuing the developm,,nt of sttategies that are

promising with respect to both implerentation and outcome. The

initial funding of tho high-rink youth program (f,4 Million)

supported 130 grants. At the end of lif-cal year Iterio the

program will have approximately 148 grontN operational.

ne Anti-Drug Ahte:e Act r1 1 i autht4-1,,ud t mitiof.lon oi 4
demonstration program tor Pregnant and Potitpaitum Women and Their

Infants (PPWI). The purpw.e ul t11)!, prr,gram to demomitrate

the effoctivenesn of model pr,,ject: for !,1,11,!.tance-uiog pregnant

and post,lartum women and their intantl:. The projeLts ar .! client-

oriented service programs, intended to ,o; models tor future

repl i cat ion. 9SAP p rfr-ve p ¶3 itt.1,' ti niaae the

continuation et thc...;e fedv.rally :1 44: 11-<,lect:' showing a high

r,itr, of I-.At-cr otri ri.pl
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The Maternal and Child Health hureau 47ollaborates: with osAp in

the planning and implementation of the PPWI activities by

detailing a staff person to work with MAP and trnsterring funds

to OSAP for the support of this program. The PPWI program has

allowed OSAP to specifically target the wide array of

consequences of maternal use of alcohol and other drugs on

afspring and to meet the health and psychosocial needs of women

who use alcohol and other drugs during pregnancy.

As with children of substance abusers, pregnant and postpartum

women and their infants have varied and complex needs, whico must

be addressed comprehensively through d combination of prevention,

early intervention, and treltment approaches. The case manager,

who can coordinate a multip.tcity i1 locial services tor the

client, is a critical eltment n1 an etlek;tive PM] praqram, Some

of these social nervicen include ahomployment/wellare, child

protection, and astiintance in loei i n drug-I:cc flow,inti, In

addition, care manaqer olton a., a I a &ai tu the

courts and law enforcement agincit,.

Some of tbo, current ..tratedit- te! in Inn mil program

include training to improve parent-cLild bonding; enhancing of

parenting skills to ansi!lt parent!, 1:Lirticularly mothers) better

deal w:th drud-expot.a.d children; in ri ! ),:ognant women tor

past and present alcohol and :,thei diug ; and devel ping

i;rnovIt Vo t ; ; y i i tin 11 I ho 1-;ir ipot
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populations tor services, preferably in the early stages of

pregnancy.

OSAP also recognizes the fact that in many communities, existing

services are inadequate or even non-existent. Where such gaps

exist OSAP encourages applicants to propose the following types

of projects: coordination and integration of existing services;

outreach, including the identification of the target populations

and encouragement (i.e. social and logistical support) for

provision of services; financial and other incentives that

increase the accessibility and acceptance of services;

augmentation of existing services (i.e. the addition of prenatal

and/or postpartum care to drug treatment programs); and the

creation ot new comprehensive services. The compiehensive

services delivered through PPW1 grants allow the initiative to

truly take a preventive approach by addressing some of the

underlying causes of drug addiction (such as poverty and lack of

education).

The first. awards under the PPW1 prqgram were made in September

1999. (In fact, this Committee is familiar with one of .,ur PPW1

grantees from testimony at your last hearing on this subject and

again today.) By the end of fircal year 1991 we expect tc have

131 programs operational. Our data from the first year of this

grant program's operation show that approximtcly 6,000 women and

chldren have already it.,n dit,-1 t(,.ipit.nt, and that

9 7
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Approximately 2!),00C peoplv participated in grantee .1ponnored

events. Atter th' grants from fiscal year 1991 become fully

operational, we expect the grantees to be capable of providing

services to approximately 15,000 women and infants.

Substance abusing women face many barriers to dri.g treatment.

For instance, many treatment programs do not accommodate the

children of addicted women. Furthermore, many women dre

reluctant to seek treatment for fear of losing custody of their

infants and children permanently. Therefore, OSAP is working

towards providing heightened emphasis on residential treatment

which provides tor keeping addicted women and their childigm

together.

It is clear that where women are allowed to have their children

with them during treatment, they tend to remain longer in a more

positive environment and, theretoro, increane their chance of

recovery. Additionally, the program is able to provide direct

prevention, intervention, treatment, and services for the

children. Keeping the mother nd ehild together as a unit

confers benefits to both et them and a!1: !;t!.; in promoting strong

maternal-child attachments.

Aside from thene two major demenstrati.n grant programs that deal

directly with preinant women and their inlant:; and children

liv'nq in high-ri!A env i tutIont. (\!1A1 rec. ntly embarked on

S
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..noZher effort which we teel will have a tremendoul; impact in the

field of perinatal addiction prevention.

A few weeks ago, Secretary Sullivan formally announced the

establishment of OSAP's National Perinatal Addiction Prevention

and Technical Assistance Resource Center. Under a $5 million per

year contract, the Resource Center will focus on improving the

quality of health services being offered to pregnant women, new

mothers, and their -hildren. By convening experts, providing

training, offering technical assistance services to community

programs, conducting field assessments of data collection

systems, promoting information exchange on successful programs

strategies, and developing a national learning network of experts

and practinners, the fterource Center will provide national

leadership in fostering creative approaches to alcoho: and other

drug abuse prevention and enable W;AP to continue to expand its

efforts in addressing the nerds ot these populations.

I would also like to mention OSAP's first Issue forum, held last

November, which to': on drug-expo:led children ages to 2 to 5.

nSAP addrensed this topic because vally finding.: indicate that

drug-exposed toddlers may need a significant degree of special

care to help them physi:-ally and psychologically prepare to ent r

the publ lc nchool r.y:;teri. The porpo!:e ot the ro: tarn id4S t

formulate 4 seriei; of recommendations that to,,ald help geide osAP

in the dt,ve, opr;(1,1 rt,31", ,t 1,{1 1,7 1 1:- I nat i oha 1

REST COPY AVAILABLE 99
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programs that will assint pre-nchool children, exposed in-utero

to drugs, including alcohol, in developing to their maximum

potential. In addition, these recommendationn are intended to

help health care, early development, and education professionals

in their planning of prevention and t.arly intervention services

for these children. We anticipate that the monograph from the

Issue Forum will be available in 3 to 4 months and would be very

pleased to share it with the Committee.

I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, tbat ORAP has taken seriously its

role in responding to the congressional mandate to design and

implement programs for children and othe!n at risk tor substance

abuse. OSAP continues to strive to implement the must effective

practices in strengthening luture service and research eltorts

aimed at the prevention of substance abuse among pregnant women

as well as minimizing the eftect ot mate.nal alcohol and other

drug use on the infant and young child. ORAP's ongoing

prevention activities, such as the PPWI program, and the new

efforts, such as the Perinatal Resource Center, reflect a

commitment to meeting the needs oi thin population in a proactive

manner.

OSAP intends to meet the future with sound data and experience

from our demonstration proqramn. With thin in hand, wv can take

the comprehensive approach we have required in oui client and

systcmii-oriented prriqurs!;, and it ct the i'edeual level.
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We want to establish more inter and intra agency agreements with

appropriate offices that will help achieve a well-balanced

Federal effort. Within our own Department we work with the

Administration for Children and Families, including the Head

Start Program, through sharing technical information via

workgroups on gang violence and through publishing a series of

training manuals for teachers, parents, and children. In

addition, we work together with the Health Resources and Services

Administration in our pregnancy program and in developing a

primary health care provider curriculum for substance abuse. We

also have working relationships with such agencies as the

Department of Education and the Department of Housing and Urban

Development, and we see the necessity to expand upon these

collaborative efforts.

We know that children born drug-exposed are treatable and

teachable. We also realize that comprehensive prevention and

treatment efforts which addrens the variety of social problems

contributing to substance abuse are the key in achieving drug-

free births.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testi!

today. I would be happy to respond to any questions you or the

Committee Membern may have regarding ry statement.
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you so much, Dr. Johnson.
I don't think that Beny Primm needs any introduction; certainly

he has given 30 years of service to the city of New York in the area
of treating addicts and he's certainly been a national treasure in
terms of expertise in advising and directing the mission of our Fed-
eral Government.

I'm mi glad that he is the wrapup person for our panel because
he would know the elements that would need to come together on
the local, State, and Federal level, as well as the private sector, to
make certain whether we have the political mirage to do what has

to be done; at least we will be able to say that we brought together
those key r' iyers in our Nation that have developed expertise in
this area. And certainly in the area of treatment, there's no one
that comes near the expertise that Beny Primm has.

Thank you, Dr. Primm.

STATEMENT OF RENY J. PRIMM

Dr. Psalm. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for that introduc-
tion. I'm terribly flattered by it. When you hosted my reception,
when I came to Washington, here on Capitol Hill, you made some
of the same statements, and I hope in the last 2 years, since the
19th Congressional Black Caucus took place, that I have served you
well.

I'd like to say hello to Mr. Paxon and you and the members on
the dais, thank you for inviting me and tell you how proud I am to

be here.
The first issue I'd like to discuss is your analogy of the drug war

to Desert Storm, and the level of effort we put into Operation
Desert Shield and then Operation Desert Storm.

Let me say that I feel, just like you do, that the analogy is a good
one. We need the same zeal, the same kind of vigor and commit-
ment in the drug war that we had for Desert Shield and Desert
Storm.

We've not yet begun to do that. I think we are, of course, win-
ning some battles throughout the country. We are, in a sense, im-
proving the quality of drug treatment throughout the country, and
we need a little bit more time before we'll have a full-blown victory
like we witnessed in Desert Storm.

I also want to discuss some topics I feel are really important. Mr.
Timpane and Bob Chase talked about the issues of training person-
nel and teachers. Additionally, we also need training of physicians,
social workers, nurses. and all the support service staff

We have a tendency to focus on the negative things that have
happened. And as a consequence, we don't look at some of the very
positive issues that are taking place; of the positive things that are
taking place in my office and Dr. Johnson's office.

I consider the office that I head to be a part of the executive and
legislative branches of Governinent. The Congress certainly author-
izes and appropriates the dollars that I spend, so I belong to them.
And not only do I belong to them, Mr. Mairman, I belong to you
because I have a program in the 16th Congressional District.

So when I talk today, I'm going to talk about our programs,
which means your programs, too, because your tax dollars are the

1 0 2
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ones that Congress appropriates for me to give back to you for cer-
tain programs that are designed by the Federal Government.

First of all, we all know that pregnant and drug-dependent moth-
ers are at risk for numerous health problems. nwy share unclean
needles and other drug-using paraphernalia. This puts the drug-in-
rAitat woman at a risk of acquired immune deficiency syndrome

and heRtitis.
The addicted woman is frequently sexually active and, therefore,

is at an increased risk for sexually transmitted diseases such as
gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes, and other viral infections that are just
as mortal as drug addiction itselfeven more mortal.

Addicted women are often poorly nourished. They do not seek
prenatal care for fear that their addiction will be found out and
that they will be prosecuted for it. These women frequently suffer
premature labor and give birth to babies with very low birth
weight.

Our programs are des4ned to do something about these prob-
lems. For the drug-dependent woman who is typically without any
resources or support systems, treatment outcome is best assured
through a provision of comprehensiveand I want to emphasize
"comprehensive"array of treatment services that address a full
range of bio-psycho-social needs.

And I talk about bio-psycho-social needs because these women
have each one of these things in great numbers. Biologically, they
are pathological; psychologically they are also pathological; and so-
cially, they have suffered so many social dislocations that it's
almost impossible to treat them without focusing on all three of
these things.

They need appropriate comprehensive care that includes primary
health care. Primary health care is important in order to get these
women in good health. They need prenatal services. They need
mental health services. They need addiction treatment interven-
tions coupled with a wide array of social serviceseducational and
vocational.

They also need some education on how to take care of other
members of their family. They have generally lost the ability to
even do that.

I think these services should be delivered in a one-stop shopping
kind of approacha supermarket of services, if possible, in one lo-
cation, so that you don't have to send these individuals across town
to get their social services or down the street to get their mental
health services.

A one-stop shopping situation is ideal. Most places don't have
this kind of program. If you don't have this kind of program, a
formal one must be created in order to deliver the kinds of services
that are needed.

The Office for Treatment Improvementmy officeadministers
the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health [ADMS] block grant,
which is the _primary tool by which the Federal Government sup-
ports all the States' treatment efforts on a nationwide scale.

In fiscal year 1991 about $1.2 billion of ADMS dollars were avail-
able to the States. About 10 percent of that $1.2 billion is appropri-
ated by congressional statute, to be spent on treatment for
womenabout $120 million. Each State must spend that.

1 3
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We are now in the process of looking at States to make sure that
they have taken care of that commitment to be compliant with the
wishes of Congress.

OTI, in conjunction with experts that come from outside of gov-
ernmentextramural expertshave set up what we call "how to
guidelines" to treat pregnant women. We call these TIPS, or treat-
ment improvement protocol statements, which is sort of a cookbook
that is being put into print by outside experts and intramural ex-
perts on what to dowhat are the best interventions for this popu-
lation.

I'd like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that these TIPS will also tell
people how to enhance treatment, how best to do that, including
the church, the American Medical Association, the National Medi-
cal Association, and how to link the primary health care system
with the substance abuse delivery system.

Through our Target Cities efforts, we have chosen eight cities
throughout the United StatesBoston; New York; Baltimore; At-
lanta; San Juan, Put.r:o Rico; Milwaukee; Albuquerque; and Los
Angeles, and are assisting them in setting up a better delivery
system. Each one of these cities has received a considerable amount
of Federal dollars to set .tip an ideal system to deliver better serv-
ices.

Through that system, we are working with the Administration of
Children, Youth and Families with the Head Start Program to co-
ordinate efforts of Head Start with our drug treatment efforts.

My office also has produced two reports recently on Medicaid fi-
nancing of alcohol and drug abuse services. One rePart, a statewide
survey, of eligibility coverage and services for children and adoles-
cents is being published.

We will be looking at 20 States each year far the next 3 years
until we look at all 50 States and the 8 territories that we fund, to
make sure that they are using the tax dollars the way they said
they were going to do.

VVe also are helping their, with the epidemiology, that is, with
the incidence and prevalence that goes on in their States, so that
they'll have a better handle on what's happening.

Our office is providing funds through the Office of Population Af-
fairs to train family planning clinic personnel in the detection, re-
ferral, and treatment of addictive disorders in women and children
who present for treatment in family planning clinics. So we're
reaching out to Head Start and also to family planning clinics.

We're reaching out to women in their communities providing
grant funds fcr the establishment of one-stop treatment centers
within adjacent buildings to public housing units throughout the
c.ountry. We just awarded yesterday a number of public housing
grants where we go into public housing, do prevention, education,
and set up treatment and talk about early recognition of problems.

We're also working with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development to bring about a more comprehensive drug treatment
approach in public housing throughout the country.

We have set up programs within the corrections system. We fund
a prison program in the State of New York at Bedford Hills, Mr.
Chairman, where women who are pregnant can be with their

ml
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babies while in prison; and before they're discharged, the program
teaches them how to be better parents.

So we are well on our way to establishing a preparation very
similar to Desert Shield. We're certainly not in Desert Shield yet,
but we're well on our way.

I would like to also say to my colleagues this morning, many of
whom have talked about Federal leadership, that Federal leader-
ship is the answer.

Mr. Chase talked about the Federal leadership not being enough;
your leadership, people in the community, congressional leader-
ship, whatever we can get is needed also. People from every branch
of Government should be involved in this problem because it's that
serious.

When we talk about Federal leadership, I'm part of that leader-
ship and I've committed myself to it. What I'd like to think, from
my many years of experience in this field, is that what we are
doing in the Office for Treatment Improvement can do something
to turn around this problem. And as long as I stay here. I'm going
to try to do my darndest to make things better.

I want to thank you this morning, Mr. Chairman, for the oppor-
tunity to share these few insights that I have. This concludes my
testimony. and I'd be glad to answer any questions that you may
have.

I want to leave you with one thought, however. Treatment
works. We also heard Mr. Timpane say that prevention works. We
can look at prevention and education when it comes to the use of
cigarettes. In 1960, 50 percent of the American population smoked
cigarettes. In 1990, only about 30 percent smoke cigarettes. We
know that prevention and education made a tremendous impact.

We can do the same thing with drug abuse. We are seeing an
impact. particularly in the minority community among young
black high school seniors. This population smokes far less than
their white counterparts. Prevention and education have been ef-
fective in that community and I think it can be effective for other
drugs too.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Dr. Primm follows:I
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Nr. Chairman, members of the Select Committee, I am Dr. Sony

Prim, Associate Administrator for Treatment Improvement in the

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and dental Health Administration (ADANNA).

The Office for Treatment Improvement (OTI) is charged with

providing leadership for our national effort to improve substance

abuse treatment. To accomplish this goal, OTI Works with the

research institutes within ADAMNA and with other Federal agencies

to identify effective treatment methodologies for addiction.

Additionally, OTI provides financial and technical assistance to

States In order to facilitate the transfer of efficacious

addiction treatment technologies.

I would like to thank you for inviting me to testify before you

today on the devastating subject of drug-exposed children. It ip

one of my great fears that unless we do something quickly for

these substance abusing women and their children we will have a

generation of damaged Americans with all types of physical and

psycho-social problems which will tax our health care and

education systems for years to come. I would like to speak to

you on an important first step toward preventing pre-natal drug

exposure - treating pregnant women and getting them drug free

before their baby is born.

Addiction is a chronic, relapsing disorder that encompasses a

host of physical, psychological, and sociological problems. For

1 0 7
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the drug-dependent woman, who is typically without any resources

or support systems, positive treatment outcome is best assured by

a comprehensive array of treatment services that address her

medical, psychological, emotional and environmental needs.

It is well knawn that the physical problems encountered by the

pregnant drug dependent mother are enormous. Sharing unclean

needles pats the IV drug using woman at risk of HIV infection and

hepatitis. The addicted woman is frequently sexually active, and

therefore is at increased risk for sexually transmitted diseases

such as gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes, and HIV infection.

Addicted women are often poorly nottrished and do not seek

prenatal cat°. These women most frequently have premature labor

and give birth to babies with very low birth weight. A recent

study published in the Journal of the National Medical

Asuociation found that 85% of Black infant deaths in Washington,

DC were attributed to "prematurity and related conditions." This

study stimated that seventy-one percent of all Black infant

deaths are preventable.

Medizal services for pregnant drug dependent women must encompass

the perinatal and pharmacological, as well as health, alcohol and

drug education, and appropriate referral. These services must

include HIV counseling and testing, and nutritional counseling.
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The mother should deliver in a hospital where a full range of

services are readily available in case of complications in the

delivery.

For opiate dependent pregnant women, there in an effective

treatment that also can help reduce the risks oe sexually

transmitted diseases and the delivery of drug Impaired infants -

methadone maintenance. It is clear from the scientific research

that the therapeutic use of methadone in a comprehensive

maintenance program is safe for the pregnant woman and her unborn

child. OTI is currently working with state alcohol and drug

abuse agencies, narcotic addiction treatment providers, and

experts in the field of narcotic addiction and methadone

maintenance to establish technical assistance guidelines for the

use of methadone, including a section on treating the pregnant

addict. These guidelines are expected to be available in the

field by the Spring of 1992.

THE OFFICELIMIREATKENT_IMPROVEMENT%5 EITORT$ TO
IMPROVE TREATMENT SERUM POR WOMEN AND INFANT§

In OT1, we are actively pursuing several initiatives to improve

treatment delivery for substance-exposed women of childbearing

age and their children.

1 rq)
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o OTI administers the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health

Services (ADIS) block grant, the primary tool by which

the Federal government supports States' treatment

efforts on a nationwide scale. In FY 1991,

approximately $1.2 billion was available to the States

and territories through the ADHS block grant.

Congress has legislated a sat-aside within the ADM block

grant which requires states to use at least 10 percent of

their allocations for alcohol and drug abuse programs which

serve women, especially pregnant women and women with

dependent children, and for demonstration projects designed

to provide residential treatment services to pregnant women.

As part of its State Systems Development Program (SSDP), OTI

plans to provide targeted technical assistance to the

States in a number of critical areas such as: assessment of

incidence and prevalence, access to treatment, patient-

treatment matching, and management and coordination of a

variety of health and human services for perinatal women.

The SSDP is scheduled for implementation in FY 1992.

o DTI, in conjunction with Federal and National experts is

producing a series of Treatment Improvement Protocol

Statements, known as TIPS, which will serve as guidelines to
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the ADMS Block Grant funded programs.

These guidelines and standards of care are intended to

provide States with state-of-the-art information for

establishing, funding, monitoring, and evaluating programs.

These guidelines will cover subject areas as assessment;

substance abuse treatment services, relapse prevention and

aftercare; medical services; mental health services; life

skills management; sociocultural and demographic aid;

parenting skills and early childhood development.

One of the initial TIPS presently being developed is for

the treatment of pregnant, substance-abusing women and their

families.

o OTI, through its Target Cities Program, and i:,

collaboration with the Administration of Children,

Youth and Families' lies(LEtetr_t__Frkstun is assistiag

families involved with drug abuse in eight cities:

Boston, New York, San Juan, Atlanta, Baltimore,

Albuquerque, Milwaukee and Los Angeles/Long Beach.

The sum of $100,000 per year for three years will be

available to the Head Start grantees located in the OTI

funded Target Cities to: (1) improve access to substance

abuse treatment services for Head start families; (2)

1 1 1
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develop joint training programs for Mead Start staff

far early identification of, and intervention with,

families involved in the abuse of alcohol and other

drugs; and (3) develop joint case management strategies

between Head Start and Target Cities staff. This

Target Cities/Head Start Initiative will help to

provide children with the specialized services they

need in order to succeed in school.

OTI's Division of State Assistance has recently produced two

reports in the area of Medicaid financing of alcohol and

drug abuse services. One report, a survey of State

eligibility coverage and services for children and

adolescents, is in print. The other is a handbook for State

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Agencies that are interested in

working with their State Pedicaid Agencies to broaden the

base for treatinc alcohol and drug dependent individuals,

especially pregn4nt women. This report is currently in the

review process.

Another one of OTI's projects, The Primary Care/Substance

Abuse Linkage Initiative, will help strengthen the

collaboration between primary health care providers and the

alcohol, drug abuse, mental health and HIV treatment

systems. The Primary Care/Substance Abuse Initiative will

provide a forum to explore access to comprehensive treatment

112
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for pregnant women in need of primary health care, drug

abuse, alcohol and HIV treatment services. A special

workgroup was formed to address minority family health care

issues including pregnant addicts, and infants. A

National Conference is to be held here in Washington

February 26-28, 1992.

Additionally, OTI provided $500,000 to the Office of

Population Affairs (OPA) to enhance training of family

planning cli.tic personnel in drug abuse and service to drug

abusing clients. The OPA will award supplemental grants to

OPA Regional Training Centers to provide training to family

clinic staff on how to: (1) identify signs of drug abuse;

(2) provide improved family planning services to drug

abusing women; (3) facilitate the entry of drug abusing

clients into treatment programs and; (4) provide

preconception counseling on the risks of drug and

al:ohol abuse for women and their children.

OTI has several demonstration programs which directly or

indirectly serve perinatal women and their children. These

include: 1) Cooperative Agreements for Drug Abuse Treatment

Improvement Projects in Target Cities; 2) Model Comprehensive

Treatment Programs for Critical Populations; 3) Model Drug Abuse

Treatment Programs for Correctional Settings; and 4) Model Drug

Abuse Treatment Programs for Populations Diverted from

113
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Incarceration within the Criminal Justice System; and 5) The Drug

Abuse Campus Treatment Project.

(1) The Target Cites program provides financial and technical

assistance to eight State-selected urban areas identified as

having a high prevalence of &lig abuse. The program

supports activities designed to overcome the barriers to

interagency coordination and cooperation, improve the

delivery of treatment sertices, and strengthen the drug

treatment infrastructure by providing training and

other technical assistance.

(2) Under the Critical Populations program, OTI provides

resources to treatment providers which target services to

at-risk populations: 1) racial and ethric minorities;

2) adolescents and; 3) residents of public housing. This

program seeks to ensure that patients are offered a

complete array of addiction, health, mental health,

education, vocational training, and social services,

including welfare.

A total of 90 grants support a wide array of services, such

as: enhanced outreach, provision of on-site primary medical

care, staff training, educational counseling, and AIDS

education, testing and counseling. Of the programs funded,

nine specifically treat pregnant and/or postpartum women and

114
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their infants.

9

(3) 0TV* Model Drug Abuse Programa for Correctional Settings

permit incarcerees to participate in a comprehensive

treatment program. Nine States were awarded three year

grants under this program, in FY 1990. The State of New

York is utilizing their grant award to establish a treatment

program for pregnant incarcerees which will allow them to

retain custody of their infants during incarceration.

(4) Under the Model Drug Abuse Treatment Programs for Non-

Incarcerated Populations, a total of 10 States ware awarded

three year grants under this program FY 1990, all of which

focus upon improved policies and procedures for diversion

of arrestees into treatment in lieu of incarceration, better

treatment-patient matching, and long-tere follow-up and

aftercare.

(5) The Campus Treatment Project involves cooperative agreements

between States and OTI to create a setting where several

providers, sharing common resources, deliver residential

treatment services for drug abuse. All campuses must focus

on the treatment of one or more of thc tollowing

populations: racial and ethnic minorities; pregnant women;

female addicts and their children; or adoiescents. The

evaluation of the campus project will be perforned by cbe
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National Institute on Druc, Abuse (NIDA).

The Target Cities, Critical Populations and Criminal Justice

grantees will participate in the National Treatment Evaluation

Study. This evaluation is being designed to determine program

ispact on individual treatment outcome and upon the community at-

large. The national evaluation is designed to spotlight

effective treatment methods that will serve as models for

national replication.

. 11

In order to address the renaining barriers to efficacious

treatment for substance-abusing women and substance-exposed

infants, we must continue to approach the problem rationally and

compassionately. Addiction is a chronic relapsing disorder which

is exacerbated by a host of social and economic dysfunctions.

To combat this problem, we must work at all levels - Federal,

State, community, public and private - to encourage these women

to seek treatment and to provide them with the support services

they and their families need in order to break the cycle of

intergenerational addiction, child abuse, and educational and

economic hardship.

lit;
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OTI plans to continue to maintain its leadership role by

assisting States and coemunities to:

o Identify and implement effective treatment methods for women

and infants.

o Ascertain the eXtent to which demand for treatment exceeds

existing treatment capacity and develop the resources

necessary to fill existing gaps in the treatment delivery

system for women and infants.

Coordinate service delivery aeong a wide array of health,

housing, education, social security, and other human

services agencies, to create a "safety net" for women and

their children.

Reduce existing barriers to treatment by cultivating the

concept that treatment works.

We must also examine existing social institutions for ways in

which to encourage, rather than discourage, self sufficiency and

self esteem for women and children who are particularly at-risk

for addiction. The juveni]e justice and criminal justice

systems, often a first point of contact for young women who are

involved with drugs, must work more closely with treatment and

social service agencies to develop diversion-to-treatment
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programs for first-time female and juvenile offenders whose

primary problem is substance abuse. Law enforcement and courts,

social workers, employere and educators must be trained to

identify women and children who are particularly at-risk for

addiction and link these individuals and/or families with the

treatment and support services they require.

In conclusion, over the past several decades, appropriate

treatment techniques for pregnant and/or postpartum drug

dependent women have been researched and developed. We are

fortunate to have a pharmacological agent (methadone) that has

been shown to be efficacious for opiate dependence, not only in

the initial stages of pregnancy but in on-going therapy following

birth.

While there is no pharmacological agent found to be effective in

the treatment cf pregnant and/or postpartum women addicted to

cocaine, it is possible to greatly enhance maternal and infant

outcomes by combining medical, psychological, sociological,

economic, mother-infant development, and early childhood

interventions. Moreover, with the provision of comprehensive

services, we are able to provide treatment that will rehabilitate

the mother not only during pregnancy but in the postpartum

period, so that she may bond with her infant and continue the

maternal-infent relationship. By treating the mother, we also

help her child, thus ensuring that future children born in this

l S
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Nation will not be plagued by the pain, physical and

psychological disabilities, and sociocultural dislocations that

oftsn accompany addiction.

Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to answer any questions that you

or the other members of the committee may have.
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
That's the note that we want to leave the formal part of our pro-

gram on. We will now open the panel to ask each other questions
or receive questions from the audience. You distinguished people in
the audience have come to listen to us; if you have prepared ques-
tions we will move into that.

But I'd like to summarize the commitment that the Chair has
made and will receive written suggestions from you befort, we
depart.

Beny, I would like to take those targeted cities that you were
talking about and use that as an example to show what the Admin-
istration is doing. And at the same time, see if I can pull out of
those cities professionals that have developed the expertise in deal-
ing with the problem, because I think Mike's candor allows all of
us to say that: Heck, I didn't know you were doing those things.

So why don't we find those people who know what's being done
in a positive way and also trained to understand it better than
those who are trained to get elected to see whether we can bring
that expertise to a larger forum; so that those of you who are pro-
viding something can share with other people who know that they
need more but may not know how to articulate what they actually
need.

If we can put this in a way that we're not asking the Federal
Government to assume the responsibility of education, but perhaps
to realize that we're going to have to target where these epidemics
are growing to prevent them from spreading because my chief of
staff has just shared with me that his kid doesn't go to a ghetto
school, but is seeing the impact in the classrooms and feeling the
responses from the teachers that this is now moving into other
areas the same way that every crisis that a nation faces does. A
crisis like this does not contain itself within the walls of a so-called
inner city ghetto.

So I will be sending to you, individually, what 1 think has come
out of this conference for your approval, additions, changes. I will
include not only what you doand we'll need more inforleattjeio
but what you have shared with us so that when the callr out
that we will have a comprehensive information bulletin; they won't
come here just to say what they need. They have a better under-
standing as to what programs are working.

And you would be able, Bob, to share with your board what we're
trying to do. We might need some union people here. We might
need some superintendents here. We might nted some teachers
here. But certainly I think we could set aside a date to start in the
morning to have a large table with the understanding that when
we leave we want to have a plan and a strategy.

And if we give the participants enough time to prepare so that
everyone would know, Beny, that we're not here to criticize or em-
barrass, but to see what we can come up with. Perhaps we can get
some ideas by mail and phone that would eliminate a lot of conflict
that normally arises when people are trying to decide turf and the
restrictions that they have on budget.

I promise you that I will take advantage of the personal relation-
ship that I have with Dick Darman, who is the director of the
Office of Management and Budget, to share with him that we're
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not here to bust budgets; we're here to save dollars as well as
human lives.

I also will produce for you those i.ational leaders that have come
here bng for the type of support we've been discussing. The Na-
tional Awciation of Manufacturers, the National Economic
Roundtable, and the New York City Partnership, for example,
could bring the type of support that even the administration looks
forward to every 4 years. So we'll be able to do that.

Dr. PRIMM. Mr. Chairman, I had one other thing to add to the
target cities piece, and I'm happy you focused on that because
were very proud of that.

We also, in those target cities and throughout the country, give
critical population grants. These critical population demonstration
grants are .4rgeted to individuals rather than the system itself, to
make things better for them.

We target minorities, pregnant women and their offsprings,
people who live in public housing and, of course, those people who
are involved in the criminal justice system. All four of those help
to enhance and make the quality of treatment far better. I wanted
to add that so that the panel and the audience will know that.

We have 100 such demonstration grants out presently. And we
will be continuing them in 1992.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank God, the question of quotas and affirmative
action are not raised when it comes to the victims, because we
really would be in trouble if we had to avoid targeting special
treatment in that area.

In any event, now is the time for those who have any questions
to proceed to the mike, and also for the panelists, if they have
questions of each other, or the role of Congress in this, to have this
open part. You can direct your question to any or all of the panel-
ists but please identify yourself so that we would do our best to re-
spond,

Mr. ARTHUR JOHNSON. My name is Arthur Johnson. I'm from
East St. Louis, IL. I represent the Metro East Church-Based Citi-
zens Organization, which is 24 churches ir East St. Louis.

My question is to Dr. Beny Primm and Dr. Johnson. I picked up
a lot of good things. I'm also an adolescent youth drug counselor,
too.

Treatment has gotten to be a big business in America. There are
a lot of companies and health providers that are making a lot of
money off treatment. East St. Louis is a city which is 97 percent
black. We've got a population of 50,000 peoplea little under
50,000 people. We have one hospital. The general population is ba-
sically on welfare.

There's only one treatment facility in East St. Louis. There's
only one prevention provider in East St. Louis that is funded
through the State.

Recently, the State, in the last 10 years, has created a number of
entities around East St. Louis to serve East St. Louis. One of them
has been an adolescent youth facility which I work at, and it has a
$20 million grant to service the kids of East St. Louis. However, it
only services abcut 1 percent of this population.

I hear you saying, Dr. Primm, that you sheuld give the Statev,
responsibility and give them money to deal with the most dis-
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tressed areas. However, the State of Illinois, in this insiznce, hasn't
been doing that.

Now the Governor of the Statt of Illinois is screaming, it's the
money, we need a budget cut. And we're already suffering the
hardest. We've got the highestin 1989, we led the capital in
murder, you see. We've got the highest drug problem in the whole
State, and still we get the least amount of treatment according to
the State, where the State does this.

What kind of mechanism will you put in assuring that the State
will service the meet distressed areas?

Mr. RANGEL. Let me interrupt. I think that's a very, very good
question. It took you a long time to get to the question and I hope
that the other questioners might get to that bottom line because we
will not be able to service particular organizations and zommuni-
ties.

But I am glad that the question you raise is, how will the States
be held accountable for the funds that are available for communi-
ties such as yours that are in need?

Dr. Primm?
Dr. PRIAM. Let me respond by saying, all the money that comes

out of my office flows through the State to the provider that has
made application for those dollars in my office. I want you to un-
derstand that.

Now, East St. Louis has not applied to my office for a categorical
grant. What I have tried to do, in St. Louis, MOwhich is right
acrom the riverDr. Bill Harvey has a program arid many people
in East St. Louis go to that program.

The other problem is that East St. Louis has had some problem
with the State governmentthe city itself, as you very well
knowand it's up to them to make sure that any_grant or any re-
quest from your town is forwarded to my office. That has not been
forthcoming. That's why I've turned to St. Louis, MO, to one of my
colleagues, who I know has helped the town because you do have a
significant problem, and the town is 97-98 percent black.

So I have a great deal of empathy and sympathy for what's hap-
pening. If Congress, this year, authorizes my office to fund directly
those programs that merit funding in your town, I won't have to go
through the State. We can do it on a direct basis.

Dr. JOHNSON. In terms of the programs supported by the Office
for Substance Abuse Prevention, OSAP, those programs do not go
through State government; they go directly to the community-
based organization or whoever is the particular applicant for the
funds. We provide an enormous amount of technical assistance to
potential applicants, such as holding workshops and conferences, to
help them apply for funding.

Therefore, if you're interested in any of the programs that I men-
tioned, such as the High-Risk Youth and the Pregnant and Post-
partum Women and Infants Programs, and a third program, which
is really our largest, the Community Partnership Program, you can
rNuest grant application. Our Community Partnership Program
helps a particular community develop a comprehensive approach to
their substance abuse problems which is what has been talked
about during the panel presentations.
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Those types of grants are funded directly to the community-based
organization. I'd be very pleased that East St. Louis might want to
apply for funding. I don't know offhand what funding we have in
Eat St. Louis, but I'd be very happy to provide that information to
you.

If you wAtat to contact us regarding that kind of information or
to receive an application, just call 1-800 and use the words "say no
to," they tn.n.ste into numbers. That's our national clearinghouse
for alcohol and drug information. From there they then distribute
the grant applications.

And, you can also contact us or contact that number for someone
to help you apply for grant funding.

Mr. ARTHUR JOHNSON. OK, thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Dr. Johnson has to leave. We appreciate the time

that she spent with us and we also thank you for advising us ahead
of time. We look forward to working with you to pull together the
kational 1-day conference that will be small enough so that this
room can accommodate it.

Dr. JOHNSON. I really do appreciate that, and particularly in re-
lationship to business and industry, the Community Partnership
Program I just described has the component for business and indus-
try to be a part of it. So we have a good number of people for such
a meeting.

Mr. RANGEL. That's good because there's no sense reinventing
the wheel. It could very well be that once we bring the people to-
gether, we'll know more specifically the type of help that we need.

Dr. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL YeS, ma am.
Ms. HELEN NORMAN. Yes, my name is Helen Norman. I'm work-

ing with the Research Triangle Institute on a feasibility study that
is funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Some of the issues that were brought up today, our feasibility
study is looking at direct services and using research in a manner
to look at people and the direct services.

I have a suggestion. One of the things we found is that the same
people who are in drug treatment receive public welfare assistance.
Their children are in public schools. They receive public health
care. They use public transportation.

I was happy to hear that the different disciplines are going to
come together to talk about these issues. But I'd like to suggest
that prior to your roundtable forum, that you form focus groups
focus groups that can talk about the issues, talk about some solu-
tions, so that when you come to the table, you come with some so-
lutions that have been discussed, and that you invite the practi-
tioners and the researchers.

We have some information ai.d I brought with me a preliminary
report of our feasibility study. It is a 2-year study and we're 8
months into it, but we do have some preliminary information that
I think this panel might be very interested in looking at.

That's really all T. had to say.
I would like to talk with all of you in more detail about the study

that we're doing. One of the things I found with some of the re-
search projects is they end at the end of the study. We're taking it
a step further in that we're publishing, and I'm one of the authors,
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of a "how to" manual, how to enhance treatment, how to form coa-
litions within the community that will address education, health
care, treatment, housing.

I hope that I could be of assistance to your Fonel in providing
you with some of that information.

Mr. RANGEL. That's great Let me promise you two things. First
of all, I assure you that if you send the material to our office, we
will see that it's distributed to this panel. And if you provide a
summary of it, I will enter it into the Congressional Record and
have it produced singularly so that we will make certain that the
conference would have this.

And whatever suggestion you or others may have as to what we
should be doing, please feel free to write me directly and share that
with me. Mark it "Personal" so that it comes directly to my atten-
tion and bypasses staff.

MS. MOEN NORMAN. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL Yes, sir?
Mr. DOUGLAS WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, and to the members pq-

sembled around you for resource, I'm Douglas Williams. I'm in cen-
tral Florida presently, having attended the caucus in its 1 lth and
12th yearI go back those few years with the caucusand having
been away. I'm returning, as I'm sure some others are now. I see
and hear a lot of resources before me today.

I'm presently working with some physicians in central Florida
and what we're doing is we're trying to link the public health care
in Orange County in connection with the Medicaid Administration
and the private physicians to deliver the babies of the children of
those persons who are now called medically indigent.

In conjunction, we are trying to establish a family planning divi-
sion to those birthing centers and, of course, some prenatA care
services.

I have discovered that the crisis of this has caused us to run into
problems with going the normal route to secure the kind of access.
So my interest is, because we are interesied, we are interested in
opening birthing facilities that can in turn deal with not just the
delivery of children but while you have those mothers who come
out of those kinds of housing areas who are Medicaid patients,
while you have access to them you then, in turn, of course, have
access to their children. Because we're finding that a large number
of these mothers are second- and third-time bearers of children.

Our interest, of course, is to help them in having healthy babies.
But in conjunction with that, we are touching their families. We

are trying to identify--
Mr. RANGEL. We are trying to limit this section to questions.
Mr. DOUGLAS WILLIAMS. Sure.
Mr. RANGEL. With the understanding that if there are programs

that you would want us to assist in getting to the proper agencies,
then please write and send them in. But we really want to take ad-
vantage of this panel to answer questions.

Mr. DOUGLAS WILLIAms. What the gentleman had raised in terms
of the one-stop facility, I don't know how we could connect the
center with thatthe two could be one. I don't know. I surely
would like to talk with him.
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And, second, I'd like to be involved in their working session
where there would be more time, of coursethe session that you're
pulling togetherand how can you get in on that, and how can the
center that he's talking about be a part of what we're doing?

Dr. PRIMPS. Let me interrupt you.
Qmtral Florida is a vast area. Coted you pinpoint the town that

you're talking about?
Mr. DOUGIAS Wiliamits. Orlando.
Dr. Papas. Orlando? OK.
We would be glad to talk to you. My able deputy is sitting right

behind meMs. Lisa Scheckeland we can tell you how to try to
get some connection between services in Orlando so that you can, if
you don't have it in one-stop shopping, you can have those super-
market services by marrying many other servicesand we can
almost tell you how that can be done.

Mr. RANGEL. Thanks for sharing With US your program, because
it allows me to tell others in the audience that if you're involved
on the frontline with any program that you would believe could
make a contribution to the conference, please send that in to us
and we will evaluate that as well.

Thank you so much, sir.
Mr. DOUGLAS Wiliam's. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Jaz PENNY. How are you doing, Mr. Chairman? My name is

Joe Penny. I've heard a lot of good things today, I really have.
Me, myself, I'm a recovering addict. I've been to three drug

rehabs and two psychiatric wards in my life. I'm 21 years old and
I'm still a child.

One thing I noticed that's been lacking is the utilization of ad-
dicts that have come out of the drug rehabs. For instance, I have
come out of drug rehr!..-4 that had a lot to give back. But then I'd go
into a lab drug rehab and say, "Look, I want to give something."
Oh, well, you don't have a degree, you don't this, you don't have
that, so, therefore, you can't do anything.

But I have learned more than a lot of people will ever learn in
school. I've learned the pain. I've learned the way of thinking. I've
learned the rationalizations that you learn that drug addiction
gives you. I've learned how the mind works.

I think maybe that there should be more organizations or more
groups that should learn to utilize the addicts that come out of
drug rehab and maybe that might cut the costs, too, instead of get-
ting these big guys that have been in school for 8, 9 years that
learn a lot of book knowledge. But I know for me when I was in
there listening to people tell me and teli me how addiction is and
what it does, but yet, they've never smoked a joint or they've never
done any cocaineI don't really want to hear it because they don't
know how it feels. And you have to pay these people ail kinds of
money.

But I think maybe if you utilized the addicts that come out and
really know what's going on and really know the emotions, you
really won't have to pay them as much, and I think that would cut
a lot of cost.

Mr. RANGEL. Dr. Primin.
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Dr. riustat. Let me say that the very backbone of community-
based organizations of drug treatment is the recovering addict pop-
ulationthroughout every city in the United States they are used.
As a matter of fact, before professionals began to get involved in
addiction, that's all we had. 7'hey were the people who carried the
banner for the rehabilitation of addicts.

The other thing that's important here, though, is that along with
that experience that you had from your addictive behavior, you
now need some education that you could get while at the same
time you are volunteering or are employed in an addiction treat-
ment program.

We've made that kind of thing available in treatment programs,
where people who ar, recovering persons, go to work and become
professionally trained while they are working so that they can be
able to document adequately and accurately whatever is required
to be compliant with State and Federal regulations.

Mr. Jos PENNY. OK. Maybe my question is: First, where could I
look? And, second, I can name--

Dr. PRIMM. I don't know where you come fro. n Where's your
home town?

Mr. JOE PENNY. I'm from Washington, DC.
I can name three--
Dr. Pallam. There's WACADA here. There's the Alcohol and

Drug Abuse Administration here in Washington, DC that you could
also apply to. There's COBA Associates here in Washington, DC.
There are any number of organizations that--

Mr. JOE PENNY. OK. I will make this real fast. If you look at Do-
minion, if you look at PI [Psychiatric Institute], if you look at sev-
eral other drug rehabs that are in here, they won't do that. I'm
just making a point that those are some, and maybe they should be
looked at because those are large drug rehabs and they are going
up, but they're spending a lot of /looney and doing a lot of things
with taxpayers' money going nowhere.

Mr. RANGEL. What about RAP? I know that a lot of recovering
addicts work for RAP.

Dr. PRIM/. Absolutely.
Mr. RANGEL. Why don't you send a note to Congresswoman

Holmes and courtesy copy me and I'll follow through personally on
that.

Dr. PRIMAL He could also send them out so I can give him a listof all the
Mr. RANGEL. Yes, very good.
Yes, ma'am.
I'm Dr. Winifred Duncan. I'm from your assembly district in

New York. I just wanted to address something to the young man
that just spoke.

As you know, we have a large program in New York and it's
throughout the city. We are opened up for the addict to be educat-
ed because they need guidance. We have plenty of programs in
New York. We have plenty of programs. And there are plenty here
in Washington, because basically this is my home.

When I hear a young man open his heart up to us like this, it
kind of hurts. I've been in the field for 19 y?ars, as you know, Con-
gressman Rangel, and it is really, really bard to watch a young
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man want to do something and he doesn't have the right avenue or
right tools to use.

Today I brought with me Professor Crump ler. She's a supervisor
of social work in alcohol and drugs. She would also like to enlight-
en some of the things that happened at our hospital.

Mr. RANGEL. OK, but this section of the program, however, is for
questions. The record will remain open for the sharing of any ideas
or programs or modalities that we have. But we are about to wrap
it up, so if you huve a specific question, I wish you would frame it.

Ms. WINWRED DUNCAN, go see you later.
Mr. RANGEL Very good.
Yes, sir.
Mr. WAYNE UPTON. My name is Wayne Upton. I'm a social

worker for the District of Columbia Government. I work right next
to an open air dnig market at 7th and H Streets, and I sometimes
see the drug trafficking there.

I'm also aware that there are some people who are social work-
ers for the District of Columbia Government who are former school
teachers because they got burnt out being school teachers.

My overall commentand I'm also an adult child of an alcoholic.
My father quit drinking at 23 when he started going to AA meet-
ings, but he didn't quit smoking until about 7 years later, and he
was at two packs a day. And this time, 4 years ago, before he died,
he was on the supportable oxygen.

The thing that really stands outbecause I remember the late
Julius Hobson in dealing with the problem of the schools, is that
we need to focus on not only attitudessomeone's attitudes is more
important than funding.

My feeling in listening to this is that we need to focus on the at-
titudm of the middle and upper classes; attitudes about legal drugs
such as cigarettes and alcohol because no person here, when they
talked about treatmentbecause there are now many 12-step pro-
grams for adult children of alcoholics; no one has mentioned the 12-
step programs.

I think until society's overall attitude about smoking and alcohol
changes, maybe we're not going to be very effective in dealing with
the illegal drugs. And until we focus on how to change overall atti-
tudeswe need to focus on attitudes just as much as we need to
focus on funding. I think we're focusing too much on funding and
not enough on changing of attitudes. And nobody has mentioned
how 12-step programs can treat people, because a person here in
DCeven in Anacostia, even in Southeast Washingtoncan go to
three and four AA meetings or NA meetings a day, whereas, 15 to
20 years ago, it was maybe much more difficult.

Mr. RANGEL Let me thank you for your contribution. There's no
question about the accuracy of your statement but, again, I want to
emphasize that this area is just to ask us a question. Unfortunate-
ly, the Select Narcotics Committee was restricted to illicit and ille-
gal drugs but there is no question in my mind that addiction is ad-
diction and that behavior patterns have to be broken if we're going
to have a healthy America.

I thank you for your contribution and we are going before the
legislature to see whether our mandate can be expanded, but politi-
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cally speaking, there are turf problems that we haveso we're re-
stricted in the areas that we can take testimony.

You will see Mr. Goodfriend circulating or we will have pads at
the tablespads rind pencilsso that before you leave, you can
leave your name and organization and address so that we can
inform you as to the follow-through that will take place as a result
of the discussion this morning.

Yes. ma'am.
Ms. SHIRLEY JACKSON. I'm Dr. Shirley Jackson from the U.S. De-

partment of Education. Office of Education, Research, ane. Im-
provement. Our assistant secretary is very concerned about this
issue and has asked me to track down what is going on. So I've
pulled together a lot of information and talked to a lot of people,
have been on the road, and intend to get back on the road again.

In December, we'll be meeting with the Urban Superintendents
Network, and my question is, from the panelists; What do you
think are the two most important things that we need to tell urn
superintendents about this problem when we meet with them this
fall?

Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Don't walk away because you've just committed

yourself to being a part of this conference. And, again, because you
are meeting with these urban superintendents, it means that we
don't have to meet with urban superintendents. And it means that
when you participate, you will be telling us and the Administration
and the legislators, and those of us that want to develop a strategy,
what these urban superintendents have told you.

In other words. I don't want to beg the question, but they're on
the front line. I would say that you should tell them that you have
agreed to participate with a group of educators, doctors, people in
politics, people out of politics, superintendents, private sector
people, to present some program with mayors, Governors, and the
Administration to see whether we can formulate a policy, and with
the people from OMBso that we can direct our resources and at-
tention of preventing and correcting a problem that could be of
benefit to our national security.

I don't want to opt any of the panelists, but that's what I hope
you would be able to tell them, that you are going to be a part of
this team to try to weave the strategy together.

Dr. KNIGHT. I think I would also add that this is a very critical
problem, and there is a reluctance on the part of superintendents
to own this problem at this point.

I think in addition to that, I would be sure to have some data,
because it is perceived that this is strictly a black problem. We
have a lot of black youngsters who are exposed and they are identi-
fied because they are in the system. But there are a number of
children who are outside of the system that are not identified that
we still have to deal with in public schools.

And perhaps letting them know that this is not a black problem;
that this is a problem that all Americans will have to and should
own, if we don t own it now.

Dr. DAVIS. I have to agree with that, and I don't think we can
emphasize it enough. There have been some landmark studies to
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show that blacks get reported almost 10 times as frequently as non-
blacks in terms of drug use during pregnancy.

It goes without saying that we're talking about something that
a:fects the brain and pays no attention to the race or the class of
the individual.

Certainly, youngsters who are coming from nonminority families
have the opportunity to go to wonderful preschool programs; they
have families that are not torn asunder as much as we minorities
do; and they really have a head start on the game.

On the ota hand, I think we have to say that many of those
youngsters, in spite of all the good things that they have going for
them, are going to present with similar problems. They will simply
be identified as having something else wrong with them.

But in addition to that, I think we have to let the superintend-
ents know, first, that the problem is larger than anyone believes
because most of it goes undetected. And, second, that we're not
dealing with a lost generation if we look at the entire group of
youngsters exposed to drugs.

But that in order to say that, we have to say that some early
intervention is necessary. I really do believe that if we don't begin
to work with these youngsters very early on, that if we wait until
they're age 5 and into school, we may very well have missed the
boat if we think traditional models of teaching are going to work.
You just cannot throw the majority of these youngsters into a class
of 30 youngsters, with one teacher, without additional support, and
expect this to be a nonlost generation.

Dr. PRIMM. Could I just comment, Dr. Jackson, it was?
Ms. SHIRLEY JACKSON. Yes, Shirley Jackson.
Dr. Plum's. When I came to Government, I can rememberor

when I used to come to each one of the caucus meetings, and I've
been to about 18 of themCongressman Rangel used to talk about
the lack of communication between departments of Government
who had moneys to do things in drug abuse.

I listened to you, and you've been sent out by, I guess, Mr. Alex-
ander, to find out what's going on here.

HUD, Labor, HHS, Justice, and now, I hope, the Department of
Education, should all be working together. When I came to my
office, I said that anybody who is working in Government that had
anything to do with treatment, ought to be meeting on an intra- or
interdepartmental basis to coordinate efforts.

I'm happy to see that you are here. You may have heard me
mention our coordinated effort with HUD. We have a coordinated
effort with the Department of Labor where the Job Corps now will
have drug treatment provided by my office; and training of people
in the JOb Corps to recognize early drug use. We need that same
thing in the Department of Education. 'With a willingness on the
part of the Secretary of Education and, of course, by you being
here. I'm very happy to bear that. And I'm sure the chairman is
elated.

Ms. SMRLIN JACKSON. Let me say that there has been a coordi-
nated effort with the Department of Education and HHS, and
NIDA. They are in the process of developingthey've already let a
contractto develop a technical assistance package where they are
going to identify where the sites are that appear to be working,
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and do some video taping, as well as a handbook for administrators
and teachers.

This is aimed particularly at school people to say when these
kids hit your doorsteps, this is what we know nowthis is incom-
plete information, but this is what we knew now about what you
can do to help them. These are the placessuch as in Tampa, FL,
such as in Los Angeles; and the plam such as Diane's Project
DAISY, where they are doing these -kinds of things.

So there is a collaboration that is going on with those agencies.
What I'm trying to do right now and in working through that is

to get in front of some of the press that seems to be saying that it's
a hopeless situation; that these babies, these children need to be la-
beled and kind of shuttled off into little places; and to let the
urban superintendents know what it is that we know in a positive
way so that these children are given a chance, not to be segregated
and put into places where they're not given the academic stimula-
tion that they need.

Mr. RANGEL. Doctor, do you know Assistant Secretary Robert
Davila?

MS. SHIRLEY JACKSON. Yes, in OSERS.
Mr. RANGEL. What is OSERS?
Ms. SHIRLEY JACKSON. Office of Special Education and Rehabili-

tative Services.
Yes, his office is working with that as well.
Mr. RANGEL. They are not ahead of the curve.
MS. &HUEY JACKSON. No comment.
Mr. RANGEL. SO I think what we should do before we reach out

to the private sector and local and State governments, Dr. Primm,
is that we're going to have to have our own Federal little :gni con-
ference here to be better prepared to share with the others what
we think we're doing.

But I think we have blinders on because in your Department
we're not fully aware. I mean, with all the testimony that we took
from Robert Davila, we i ever heard of your officethat really is
what we were searching for.

So you tell the urban superintendents that you hope that they
could organize and give you the name of someone that they would
want to represent their agenda at this conference.

When's the meeting?
Ms. SHIRLEY JACKSON. We're in the process of scheduling for

sometime in December.
Mr. RANGEL. I'd be glad to participate in the program or to send

staff down there, or to do whatever we can do. And one thing that
you've just done is to make a commitment, and I've got staff reach-

invinait
to you to make certain that you don't get away.

nk you for your contribution.
Yes, ma'am.
Ms. VALYNCIA HiNsox. Are there any proposals or any findings

or any kinds of models to teach this generation of crack babies?
Dr. POWELL. In terms of model programs, there are quite a few

programs that are operating. There's a Sabin School in Los Angeles
that has done some work. Our project, Project DAISY here, is in
the process of developing strategies in FloridaLinda Delapenha,
who is working out in Hillsboro County, has come up with very
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swcific training strategies for teachers. There are quite a few
things that are being looked at now.

One of the things that we're finding is that the body of knowl-

elcis
a growing body of knowledge and it changes based on the

citrences that our children are presenting.
But as Dr. Jackson indicated, when she pools together this group,

we're going to be bringing together a lot of that information so that
it can be dim.,W more centrally and that there will be a dissemina-
tion location to get information about the programs that are exist-
ing right now.

Dr. INIGHT. There are a number of pa agrams, but in terms of
the experts developing or designing a "curriculum" at this point,
the process is going on.

However, there are some strategies that we have used that are
extremely successful. High scope is a strategy that we used in Cali-
fornia that is extremely successful. And, of course, we use many of
the early childhood education principles that are sound to assist us
in designing a program in the interim.

Be very careful, however, that as you look at your program, that
you are able to at least distinguish between programs that are set
up for special ed youngsters and these youngsters. Now, the Sabin
Program is a program in Los Angeles where the youngsters were
placed in a special ed model.

Our position on that is that the special ed model is not necessari-
ly a successful model and, therefore, it would certainly not be ap-
propriate to place these youngsters automatically in special ed. As
a matter of' fact, our program, the Parent-Olild Intervention
Center, located in East Palo Alto in the Ravenswood school district,
built our own program because of the fact that we felt that it was a
disservice to dump youngsters in special ed primarily because they
were identified as youngsters who had been prenatally exposed to
drugs.

And our data shows that over 90 percent of these youngsters
have average or above average intelligence. The problem with
these ),oungsters was behavioral in nature. In public szhools there's
a tendency to refer youngsters who have behavioral problems to
special ed. As a consequence, a number of these youngsters were
being assigned to those classes.

So I would suggest to you that as you observe these programs,
that you have them give you a comprehensive description so that
you will know that this program would be the kind that might be
appropriate for any youngsters that you may decide to estabrsh
programs for or provide some assistance to.

Dr. PRIMP& Could I make a comment here?and it's just an ob-
servation.

You might have noticed that Dr. Knight, when she referred to
youngsters that were exposed in utero to drugs, spoke of them as
youngsters exposed to drugs, and not crack babies.

Let me tell you about the indelible stigmatization that takes
place when we begin to say a "crack baby." which has a negative
connotation, and follows that child throughout his or her learning
career.

My first degree was a bachelor of science in education, and in
case I didn't get into medical school, I was going to teach. The
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whole thing was, when kids were in remedial education, they were
stigmatized. Now we talk about programs for exceptional children.
We don't talk about negative reinforcement which will cause some-
one to perform in a particular fashion.

I would like to suggest that the audience and other members of
the panel, anyone who talks about drug-exposed infants, talks
about them in that light.

Ms. VALYNCIA HINSON. I understand that, but for the sake of
time, I wanted to just keep it short. Thank you.

Mr. RANGEL. Make certain your name is down there because one
of the things that we wanted to come out of this mini conference is
to see whether we can get a national strategy to have more re-
sources out there to better train teachers rAnd professionals.

Thank you so much.
MS. VALYNCIA HINSON. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL I can't thank you enough for attending, and thank-

ing Dr. Jackson for volunteeringthat's the way we get volunteers
in my home town.

It's going to be exciting as to what comes out of this, because the
tragedy of this whole hearing is the limited amount of people that
at least know what the problem's all about.

I think that when we bring together what we're r to do
about it and how we can get a better handle on it, Lu. is could
be the national role model.

So we'll be bringing the policymakers, the private sector, the pro-
fessionals, together. And I can't tell you how good I feel, and mem-
bers of the Congressional Black Caucus, that we just didn't listen
to each other and feel good about what we're trying to do, but
we're going to carry through so that at our next conference we'll be
able to report to you in a positive way what has come out of this.

I want to thank Dr. Beny Primm, who has credibility in and out
of the Administration, who can support the efforts that will be
coming as a result of this panel discussion; and certainly our out-
standing panelists for not only coming on this weekend but for ini-
tiating and whetting our appetite for what has to be done as a
result of the excellent testimony that was given to the Select Nar-
cotics Committee not too long ago.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you for your attendance and participation.
Dr. PRIMM. Thank you very much, Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. The Select Narcotics Committee hearing stands ad-

journed.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

MERINO STATIMENT ST COMOMESSMAW 17131 AMSTAR
MEANING OW *OROO-EXPOSID AlDS: A CRISIS IN AMERICA'S SCROOLS0

NOOSE $ ELECT COMMITTER ON NARCOTICS
SEPTEMBER 13, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for holding this

second hearing on the horrible impact that drugs are having on

our children. This has been an issue of tremendous importance to

me ever since my days as a etate senator back in Minnesota, and I

appreciate this opportunity to receive tomcimony from today's

panel of experts.

Mr. Chairman, all across our nation, more and more students'

are experiencing behavioral disabilities that disrupt classes and

prevent students from learning. In thousands of cases, these

problems are due to children who hava bean exposed to drugs

either prenatally or perinatally.

And the problem is only growing worse. As the use of

illegal drugs spreads through our neighborhoods, schoolyards, and

playgrounds, an increasing number of children are born addicted

to drugs. Those who have tried to abstain from an addictive

substance know the pain of going scold turkey.* Can anyone

imagine having to undergo such trauma upon birth?

I have witnessed firsthand the tragic effect that drugs have

had on babies. I have held these tiny children--fighting for
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their vary lives--in my hands, and I have seen firsthand the

euffering in their eyes. We must do everything in our power to

end this national tragedy.

As a member of this Select Committee and as the new Chairman

of the House Republican Study Committee on Illegal Drugs, I will

make it my top priority to help find a golution to this tragic

problem. I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses and

using their knowledge to ensure that America's children will not

be handicapped by illegal drugs, before or after birth.

Thank you again, Mr. chairman, for convening this hearing

and for your leadership in this critical area.
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